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This project serves two main objectives. Firstly, it studies the emerging market of 
educational software of Hong Kong. Secondly, it recommends how a new small 
company in the market founded by a local entrepreneur should position itself to 
survive and grow in the changing environment. 
In 1997，the Government announced a series of initiatives to implement information 
technology (IT) in education. Besides computers, all government subsidised primary 
and secondary schools in Hong Kong wi l l receive a budget to purchase educational 
software from the 1998/99 school year onwards. The estimated annual revenue from 
the school market wi l l come to HK$41 million. 
With ample experience in the local school market and well-established relationships 
with overseas vendors, a local entrepreneur started up Innovations, a company selling 
educational software to primary and secondary schools. However, the company has 
encountered typical problems of small business and risks of operating in a pre-mature 
market. They include cash f low problems, poor customer knowledge about 
educational software, manpower constraints, powerful competitors and delay in the 
implementation of the Government's IT policies. The company is recommended to 
migrate its core business from software sales to software training while exercising 
cost-effective marketing. At the relationship building level, Innovations should 
enhance communication with the Education Department and prepare contingency 
plans for changes in the business environment. 
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This study was initiated as per request by Innovations, a small company with core 
business as a distributor and reseller of educational software in Hong Kong. The 
company attempts to seek advice on its future strategy. To fulf i l this role, this study 
focuses on: 
(i) the business environment of education software market in Hong Kong; and 
(ii) the internal and external problems Innovations encounters as a small company. 
The objective of the project is to prepare a business plan for Innovations to survive 
and grow. It is also anticipated that the research results, being the first of its kind in 
Hong Kong, can also provide a starting point for those, especially small business 
players, who are interested in exploring this emerging market in the future. 
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Organisation of this Report 
The report begins with a description of the emergence of the Hong Kong educational 
software market in Chapter I I and a definition of a small business in Chapter III, 
followed by the introduction of our subject, Innovations in Chapter IV. An analysis 
of Innovations 's competitiveness and the problems it encounters are given in Chapter 
V. The results and implications of a survey on educational software are provided in 
Chapter VI. These two chapters form the basis of the recommendations made to the 
company in Chapter VII. The last chapter is the conclusion.. 
Research Methodology 
This research project started in June 1998. Latest changes in the market environment 
and the company have been incorporated up to the time when this report was written 
in March 1999. The following approaches were employed to collect the required data 
for preparation of this business plan. 
Review of documents on the implementation of IT in schools to estimate future needs 
in market along the future timeline; 
• Review of the company's inventory to estimate the time when the products wi l l 
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meet the changes in market needs; 
• Interviews with staff of Innovations to collect operational and financial 
information of the company; 
• Site visits of software outlets to gather information on the availability of 
educational titles and current market situation; 
• Literature review on small business management and IT product marketing; 
• Questionnaire survey on schools' budget and purchasing patterns of educational 
software to estimate the growth of the market; and 
• Advice from the project supervisor, Professor Danny W 1 . Cheng of the Chinese 
University ofHong Kong. 
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CHAPTERn 
BACKGROUND OF THE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE MARKET 
Emergence of the Market 
The Government regulates the education environment in Hong Kong by its Education 
and Manpower Bureau (EMB) as the policy maker and its subsidiary, the Educational 
Department ^ D ) as an administrator. In early 1997, the EMB announced a number 
of initiatives to promote IT in teaching and learning. 
In the ChiefExecutive first Policy Address in October 1997，a series ofinitiative were 
introduced to step up the implementation of IT in schools, amounting to HK$2,880 
million in capital cost and HK$260 million in annual recurrent cost. Apart from 
computer hardware, teacher training programmes would be provided to help teachers 
use IT in teaching and an Information Technology Education Resources Centre 
(ITERC) would be established to provide professional support to teachers. For 
purchase of educational software packages and other consumables, an annual 
recurrent grant ofHK$69,000 or HK$76,000 would be given to schools starting from 
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the 1998/99 year. 
In November 1998，the EMB published a document entitled "Information Technology 
for Learning in a New Era - Five-Year Strategy 1998/99 to 2002/03". The following 
are the govemement's missions in promoting IT in education: 
• to provide adequate ITfacilities, including network facilities, for our students and 
teachers to enable them to access information; 
• to encourage keyplayers in the school system to take up the challenges oftheir 
respective new roles. This is particularly important with regard to teachers; 
•玄。integrate IT into school education meaningful through necessary curriculum 
and resource support; and 
• 如 foster the emergence of a community-wide environment conducive to the 
cultural change. 
Each mission is coupled with quantitative targets and strategies. The market of 
educational software is mostly influenced by the strategy on curriculum and resource 
support. Under the strategy, the Curriculum Development Council (CDC) wi l l 
redevelop the courses such that 25% curriculum wi l l be supported by IT by the 
2002/03 year. ITERC will, together with the Curriculum Development Institute, 
• make available to software developers more information dnd clear guidelines on 
the school curriuclum and the needs ofschools and techers so as to facilitate 
software development; 
• identify, source and promote software suitable for schools, including setting up an 
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education software preview library; 
• seek to negotiate with educational publishers worldwide to offer their products, 
adapted for the local curriculum, at concessionary rates to our teachers and 
students; and 
• facilitate production of tailor-made teaching resources by teachers through 
advice to teachers and sourcing the appropriate software tools for use by 
teachers. 
It may also commission the development of software for certain subject areas where 
necessary. The Quality Education Fund (QEF), worth HK$5 billion, wi l l also fund 
tertiary institutions and schools to produce subject-specific courseware. 
The Market Segments 
Customers in the educational software market can be categorised into the school 
market segment and the mass market segment, i.e. students or their parents. 
School Market Segment 
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The schools get funding from the Education Department to purchase resources e.g. 
software, to support the use of the computers and the teachers wil l decide what to 
purchase. Their spending power is thus seasonal subject to the schedule when 
budgets are granted. 
Mass Market Segment 
This segment composes of students and their parents. Most Asian parents want the 
best for their children and they like to provide similar learning environment and 
resources for their children as they have in school. In this case, parents wil l probably 
buy similar computer hardware and software so that their children can practise at 
home. This market segment is expected to flourish after the school segment. 
Size and Potential Revenue of the School Market Segment 
For discussion purposes, the government subsidised schools are referred to as core 
customers and the privately funded schools additional customers. The distinction 
between the core and additional customers is that the former are subject to the 
Government's policy and financial control while the latter are not. 
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Core Customers 
According to Government statistics, there were 757 aided primary schools and 383 
aided secondary schools in Hong Kong by the end of 1997. While the statistics for 
1998 is not yet published, it is estimated that by now, there should be about 800 aided 
primary schools and 400 aided secondary schools, totaling 1,200 schools. They are 
the core customers in the school market segment. The Government has allocated an 
annual grant of HK$69,000 to HK$76,000 per school to purchase software, 
consumables and subscription of Intemet services. Discounting 50% for the 
consumables and connectivity services, the size of the educational software market is 
estimated to be HK$36 million in 1998/99. 
Additional Customers 
These customers include kindergartens, private schools and international schools. 
They total about 1,000 schools. The software budget in these schools wil l not be as 
transparent as in the aided schools. Taking a conservative average estimate of 
HK$5,000 per school, the amount will be HK$5,000,000. . 
i 
The rough estimate of software grant from all schools for the year 1998/99 wil l be 
HK$41,000,000, which forms a very attractive picture for the software business. 
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Mass Market Customers 
According to Government statistics, the total day-school student population of 
kindergartens, primary schools and secondary schools amounted to 1.1 million by the 
end of 1997. Assuming each student wil l spend HK$300 per year on software, their 
expenses wil l total HK$330 million. 
Despite the large market segment size, the mass market is well-known to be so 
scattered that a company has to incur extensive marketing expenses on branding and 
shelf space before it can capture a substantial share. Hence, a small business has to be 
very cautious in its decision of when to target the mass market. 
The Market Players and Their Relationships 
The market of educational software is composed of five major categories of players, 
namely the customers, the regulator, software vendors, distributors and resellers and 




In the market of education-related products, the customers are the teachers, students 
and their parents. They are the end-users but unlike the other typical consumer 
markets, their purchase decision is not discretionary. 
The Regulator 
Education being a social issue, the Government definitely plays a highly influential 
role in the market of educational software. At the outset, it determines the budget the 
schools can spend on software. It also has the authority to impose regulations on 
software supply and content, though at the moment, it is giving the software market 
complete autonomy. 
Software Vendors 
At the supply side, most software available in the market comes from overseas such 
as the US, UK, Australia and Taiwan. Recently, some local small-and-medium size 
enterprises (SME) have emerged to produce software for the local curriculum. 
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Distributors and Resellers and Service Provider 
One commonalty shared by both the Government and teachers is the lack of IT 
awareness and knowledge about the products and vendors. This gap has been bridged 
by service providers, distributors and resellers. Besides selling software, they provide 
teachers with consultation and training on how to apply the software in their 
curriculum. 
Some companies take up more than one role in the market. For example, Innovations 
is a distributor, service provider as well as a reseller selling directly to schools. 
Summary of the Relationships 
The relationships of the players in the educational software market are interwined. 
The Government has direct control over the subsidised schools in terms of budget 
allocation, and influence on software vendors, distributors, resellers and service 
providers by the guidelines and changes it makes on the IT policies. The diagram in 
Appendix 1 summarises their linkage. 
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Business Cvcle 
A business typically undergoes four stages, namely : 
Introduction, which is characterised by slow sales growth as the product is just 
introduced in the market and low profits as heavy expenses are incurred for customer 
education; 
Growth, which is characterised by rapid growth acceptance and substantial profit 
improvement; 
Maturity, which is characterised by slowdown in sales due to market saturation and 
heavy competition; and 
Decline, which is characterised by downward drift of sales and profit erosion due to 
shrinking demand, usually against alternative products. 
Since many variables in the industry environment such as Government policy, 
availability of support manpower and facilities, regulation on suppliers and schools, 
curricula, etc, are not yet well defined, most people tend to believe that educational 
software business is at the introduction stage. A survey for this project responded by 
school principals supports that in terms of market structure and customer awareness, 
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the educational software business is at the introduction stage. However, the 
spending power has come ahead of the customer acceptance. The market is driven by 
a need-to-spend psychology. School principals have to spend their budget on 
educational software probably to secure continued financing though they may have 
little idea about how to fmd, evaluate and choose educational software. Details of the 





There is no single and unanimously accepted definition of "small business". Different 
associations in different countries have adopted different definitions. The Bolton 
Committee (1971) attempted to define small business by two approaches, namely the 
economic approach and the statistical approach. The economic approach focuses on 
qualitative characteristics of the firm in its market position and management, such as 
bargaining power and management control. The statistical approach tries to define 
firms with quantitative figures, such as company size and sales tumover. Bolton 
listed a number of criteria for both approaches, which were refined by other 
researchers. 
Wynarczyk et aVs. (1993) economic definition was based on three criteria, namely 
uncertainty, innovation and evolution. Small firms have less influence on the 
business environment, prices and customer base. Hence, they are said to have greater 
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external uncertainty. However, they are said to have less internal uncertainty 
because management direction can be better communicated, executed and monitored 
amongst all staff. Small firms have less commitment to existing practices so can be 
more innovative in service provision and flexible in the change of company strategy. 
However, small firms usually cannot afford capital intensive research and 
development. 
In terms of statistical definition, EC defined small business as companies with less 
than 100 employees. However, Curran et al (1991) argued that apart from the number 
of employees, "smallness" should be a multi-dimensional concept. For computer 
services industry, a company with less than 20 full time employees is classified as 
small. Curran has not imposed any special criteria on the number of outlets and 
turnover. 
In Hong Kong, the Trade Development Council has defined small- and medium- sized 
enterprises (SME) for all industries, except manufacturing, as companies with less 
than 50 employees. 
Is Innovations a Small Business? 
Innovations has satisfied the above statistical and economic definitions. It only has a 
staff of two and it adopts flexible strategies to respond to market needs rather than 
create demands. It can be classified as a small business. 
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CHAPTERrV 
INNOVATIONS, THE SUBJECT COMPANY 
History 
The founder of Innovations was a former teacher and officer in the Education 
Department. Seeing information technology as the trend in education, she decided to 
set up a company that focused on providing IT related products and services to 
schools and teachers. The company was started in January 1998 and its areas of 
business include selling educational software to schools, conducting teacher training 
and courses for students. In the first six months of 1998, the company spent most of 
its time on promoting software to schools. But since June 1998, based on the 
information and analyses which came out of this research project, the company has 
reviewed its business strategy and adopted some of our recommendations. 
Operation 
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To minimise expenses, the company keeps a low head count of one full-time and 
two part-time staff, and employs part-time staff on need basis, e.g. when organising 
seminars. In case when larger scale projects have to be undertaken, it wi l l look for 
partners. It is also sharing office with a production company. Since the market is 
only beginning, the present setup works out fairly well. 
The owner-manager is mainly responsible for the sales and marketing functions, 
making full use of her experience and connection with schools and knowledge of the 
products. Marketing activities include school visits, direct mail, presentations and 
demonstrations. To source new software titles and meet software suppliers, the 
owner-manager attends overseas IT conferences once or twice a year. During summer 
vacation, the company organises short computer-assisted learning courses for 
students. 
Business Objectives 
The founder of Innovations has the following objectives : 
(i) To capture 20% of the market share in the next three years. 
(ii) To be recognised as the representative of the best educational software. 
(ii i) To have at least 50% of the schools buying products Innovations directly 
represents. 
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Business to Date Ganuarv 1998-March 1999) 
Educational Software Sales 
This is the core business of the company and it generates about 80% of the revenue 
and 60% of the net income. 
Teacher Training 
Only two teacher training courses were conducted in June 1998 and the revenue was 
minimal. But since November 1998, the owner-manager has taken up a part-time 
teacher training position in the university. This has been responsible for 30% of the 
net income. 
The expansion of this secondary business is the company's partial execution of the 
implementation plan in Chapter VII , which was recommended to Innovations before 
the write-up of this report. 
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Courses for Students 
The company conducted courses for students in the summer and on request from 
schools. This accounted for about 10% of the net income in 1998. The income from 
this source for 1999 is yet to be been seen. 
Tenders for CD-ROM Productions 
The company was invited by the Education Department to bid for two CD-ROM 




COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS OF THE COMPANY 
Based on the interviews with the owner-manager and the staff of Innovations and 
reviews of related documents, the following strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats have been identified. 
SWOT Analysis 
Strengths 
The strengths of the company lie in its good contact and relationships with the 
Education Department, schools, teacher training institutions and software suppliers, 
and its knowledge of the market and products. 
• Because the owner-manager was a former officer in the Education Department, 
Innovations has access to key personnel in the Department and good sources of 
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information. This helps the company to formulate its business strategies. 
• The company also enjoys good relationships with schools and teacher training 
institutions. This makes it easy for the company to reach out to teachers. 
• Because the owner-manager's education background, the company has very good 
knowledge of the market. 
• Most software suppliers recognise the value of the company in terms of its contact 
with the Education Department and knowledge of the market. They communicate 
with the owner-manager directly and look to her for advice. 
• The past year has helped the company established a foothold in the market among 
other educational software resellers. This can facilitate its role as distributor and 
dealer. 
• Another advantage the company has is good knowledge of the products. It can 
provide consultancy to schools and, thus, can establish itself as an expert in the 
educational software industry and notjust a trading company. 
t 
Weaknesses 
Innovations faces two major weaknesses identified in most small business, namely 
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cash flow and staffing. Similar problems were noted in the study on small firms in 
the United Kingdoms conducted by the Cranfield School ofManagement in 1990. 
Tight Cash Flow 
Despite their spending power, most schools are not aware of what software is 
available or where to buy the titles. At present, no software reseller has any 
advantage. At the introduction stage, large companies have the capital to bear the 
start-up cost and customer education cost. However, a small business like 
Innovations cannot afford these costs and wait for the payback of the investment in 
customer education. Cash is needed to pay the software suppliers in advance and 
cover the expenses until payments from schools arrive, which are usually a month 
later. Besides, schools' purchases are highly seasonal subject to the Government 
budget granting schedule. Innovations thus faces cash flow problems. 
Shortage ofStaff 
To minimise cost, Innovations has not employed additional staff since start up. The 
owner-manager is the only work-force in the company. The part-time staff only help 
with the office routine. This hinders promotional efforts e.g. not being able to do 
follow-up after a seminar. The problem has worsened since the owner-manager took 
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up a part-time position in the university. 
Opportunities 
As analysed above, there is going to be a reasonably big educational software market 
and it isjust starting. The opportunity is definitely there. 
The fact that the schools have very little knowledge of educational software poses 
another good opportunity. A software reseller can educate the schools and create a 
demand for its products. 
Threats 
New Entrants 
Despite the economic downturn, the Government has allocated more budget to the 
education sector to implement IT. This has encouraged SMEs to enter the market. 
Innovations has noted a number of new entrants selling similar products and 
conducting similar kinds of promotional activities. Some of these entrants are mass 
distributors which offer a whole range of products and from whom Innovations buys 
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its software. These entrants pose a great threat to the company. 
Existing Competitors 
There were not many competitors in the year 1998 as the market was still very 
premature. The software retail stores were not able to provide as many educational 
titles as Innovations could. However, this year, many of the retail stores have stocked 
up more educational titles and offer schools credit payment and the service of 
sourcing titles for them. These stores are going to be strong competitors. 
Substitute Products 
With other resellers offering different titles, schools can choose their titles rather than 
those offered by Innovations. This wil l adversely afFect Innovations's business. 
Financial Analysis 
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Appendix 2 shows Innovations's financial statement to date, which included its core 
business as a reseller of educational software and secondary businesses of conducting 
teacher training courses for teachers and students. 
The first half of 1998, the company suffered losses which were expected at the 
introduction stage of a business. However, from the estimates, were the company to 
rdy totally on its core business, the company would face an annual net loss of around 
HK$150,000 to HK$200,000, which wi l l have to be subsidized by the salary of the 
owner-manager. To improve the retum on investment, since late 1998 Innovations 




SURVEY RESULTS AND EVfl>LICATIONS 
A survey addressed to the principals of primary and secondary schools in Hong Kong, 
the major accounts of educational software, was carried out in February 1999. A copy 
ofthe questionnaire is attached in Appendix 3. The objectives of the survey were to: 
• identify the growth of the educational software market and schools' readiness to 
spend from 1998/99 onwards (Questions 1, 4 and 5); 
• explore schools' awareness of purchasing channels (Question 7); 
• prioritise major barriers hindering schools from spending on educational software 
(Questions 2 and 3); 
• prioritise the effectiveness of different marketing activities to facilitate future 
customer awareness programme (Question 6); 
• explore schools' software selection criteria to customise strategy to fulf i l l 
customers needs (Question 8), and 
• explore the spending power of schools, divided by subjects and levels (Questions 
9, lOand 11); 
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This is the first survey targeting the Hong Kong school market of educational 
software. The survey results form the basis of the recommendations to Innovations in 
its marketing strategies. It can also act as reference for other companies interested in 
investing in the same market. 
A total of 873 questionnaires were faxed directly to most primary and secondary 
schools. 114 valid replies were received over one month, i.e. the response rate was 
about 13%. The results were summarised in Appendix 4. The key implications are as 
follows: 
Growth Rate of the Market 
A majority of 69% schools responded that they have plans to buy educational 
software in the academic year of 1998/99. The figure rises to 86% by the first half of 
1999/2000 and reaches saturation by the year 2001. The expected growth rate of the 
software market can be represented by the following graph. 
I 
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Implications: There is a market for educational software sales. Innovations should 
devise marketing activities to capitalise on the market. 
Schools’ Awareness ofPurchasing Channels 
When asked to list three names where they can purchase software, 59% respondents 
put down some names. But only 13% could give names of software distributors or 
resellers. Even so, their answers were coupled with other irrelevant names as well. 
The remaining 46% gave names of software developers and book publishers, such as 
Microsoft，Longman and Oxford University Press, and book stores like Commercial. 
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Implications: While most schools know little about where to purchase software and 
have no preference for any resellers, Innovations should attempt to promote company 
image to eam early recognition from the schools and build up relationships with them. 
It should also find out the most effective channels to access school teachers and 
principals and introduce its titles to them before they buy from bookstores and other 
retail shops. 
Purchasing Barriers 
For the schools that are undecided or decided not to buy educational software for 
1998/99, the major barriers are lack of well-trained teachers, unclear guidelines from 
the Education Department and inability to source and evaluate educational software. 
Implications: In view that the Education Department is not providing any guidelines 
to schools, Innovations should bridge the gap and offer advice to schools on how to 
choose software. Offering product training is a good way to help the teachers to 
choose the software it sells. 
Effectiveness ofMarketing Activities 
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89% of the respondents find out information about educational software through 
exhibitions or seminars, 74% through referral from others and 56% through direct 
mail or fax. Internet is not yet popular amongst schools with only 31% of 
respondents. 
Implications: Seminars and exhibitions are by far the most effective way to access the 
school market. Word of mouth is also a powerful tool. Once a company has 
successfully established a reputation amongst schools, it can rely on referral for 
distribution. At the time of the survey, no particular company has made an 
impression with the schools. Innovations should attempt to establish itself among the 
schools. Besides seminars, Innovations should make use of direct mail or fax to 
reach out to schools. Since Internet marketing is not yet familiar to teachers, 
Innovations should not spend too much effort on it at this stage when it only has 
limited resources. 
Software Selection Criteria 
« 
Schools' top three selection criteria when purchasing educational software are: 
relevance to teaching topics (90%), price (80%) and software's user-friendliness 
(79%). Other considerations such as convenience of location, resellers' reputation, 
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etc. weighed less than 70%. 
Implications: Product relevance is a challenge for Innovations since the software it 
sells all come from overseas which do not align with the local curriculum. 
Innovations should source products from local developers or persuade overseas 
developers to localise their titles. 
The emphasis on price is understandable since schools are bound by budget votes and 
the general practice to choose the lowest bid in procurement. Innovations should 
make sure that it does not overprice its product. 
A software's user-friendliness is especially important for the less IT literate teachers. 
Offering product training is a means to get schools to consider buying the software. 
Schools' Spending Power 
Median annual spending of schools is HK$30,000 and their spending is spread out to 
all levels and all subjects. 
Implications: To capture as much of the spending as possible, Innovations should 
have a wide range of products to cover different levels and different subjects. 
However, it may cause inventory problems. 
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CHAPTER VI I 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Having entered the market earlier than most software resellers, Innovations has the 
opportunities of building up relationships with schools and software suppliers. As a 
small business, Innovations has low staff cost, flexibility in management, entry, 
business migration and exit. However, Innovations faces typical problems 
encountered by companies at the introduction stage, such as uncertainty of 
Government policy and market growth potential, customer unawareness. It also faces 
typical problems of small business such as cash flow constraint, limited sales and 
marketing resources, weak bargaining power with suppliers and fluctuation of morale. 
The recommendations in this section, at both strategic and implementation levels, 




Reviews ofBusiness Focus to Licrease Cash Flow 
At present, Irmovations’s core business is educational software sales directly to 
schools. However, margins are very narrow. Unless sales can double or triple, it 
would not solve the company's imminent cash flow problem. It is recommended that 
Innovations expands its secondary business to bring in more income. (By the time 
this report was written, Innovations had implemented this recommendation.) 
Training courses for teachers 
The owner-manager has been engaged as part-time tutor by a teacher training 
institution since November 1998. This has brought the company a stable income, 
estimated to be HK$20,000 per month. The training course also facilitates customer 
education, product promotion and job reference. This business brings high margin 
and does not incur overhead. However, the owner-manager has to dedicate two full 
days a week to run the course and the time away from the office has adverse effect on 
software sales. The other staff is not able to provide expert advice to schools and 
fulfi l orders. 
Short Courses for Students 
During the summer vacation when software sales is very slow, Innovations should 
approach schools to run summer classes for students to get additional income. At the 
same time, it can promote its products to the students and generate sale opportunities. 
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Tendering for CD-ROM Productions 
Innovations has been invited by the Education Department to bid for the production of 
two CD-ROMs. Though the tenders were not successful, Innovations should continue 
seek such opportunities. From the financial point of view, subject to the cost base, a 
project could contribute a margin of about HK$60,000 to HK$70,000, which can 
alleviate the cash flow problem. From the strategic point of view, bidding for such 
projects can prepare the company to migrate to other business. It also impresses the 
Education Department that Innovations is an active player keen on contributing to the 
development o f I T in education in Hong Kong. 
Negotiation for Sole Distributorship with Suppliers for Niche Products 
Many popular software publishers already have distributors in Hong Kong and their 
titles are sold by other resellers and in retail stores. To avoid head on competition 
with the distributors and resellers, Innovations should seek sole distributorship with 
overseas vendors for products in specific areas. Having control of the price and 
supply of these products, Innovations can ensure that the company enjoys the fruit of 
its marketing activities. 
Monitoring Changes of Sales Revenue and Develop Contingency Plans 
The sales revenue oiInnovations varies with many parameters such as budget granted 
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to schools, number of competitors and the Education Department's policy. The 
actual sales revenue can deviate from the forecast revenue. The change will affect the 
NPV and ERJR of the business. The owner should keep reviewing the financial retum 
of her investment. As a general guideline, from the financial point of view, i f the 
expected ERR is lower than the bank deposit interest rate, the investment is not 
commercially viable; from the operational point of view, i f cash flow cannot pay for 
immediate expenses. These guidelines are not rules of thumb. The owners can 
consider temporary fund injection and continuation of low margin business to await 
improvement in the industry environment. Or, as the last resort, adopt the exit plan, 
which is an option when there is really no alternative to meet the business objective. 
Examples of exit plans include selling stake and liquidation. 
Invitation of One New Shareholder 
The company is a sole proprietorship. Although the owner has good knowledge of 
the education market and sales and marketing of educational software, she lacks 
experience in managing a business. Inviting another new shareholder has the 
following benefits: 
• fund injection to ease short-term cash flow; 
• increase in capital to conduct sales and marketing activities; 
• introduction of complementary skill set and resource; and 
• expansion of human resources to cater for extra work load. 
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However, this wi l l be a cautious and complicated decision. Mutual trust with the new 
shareholder is a definite prerequisite. It is recommended that the new shareholder 
should: 
• share similar values as the existing shareholders in contributing to the 
development ofIT-aided education; 
• be experienced in a related but supplementary business such as a local software 
vendor; and 
• possess entrepreneurship. 
Sales and Marketing Strategy 
Enhancement of Sales and Marketing Competitiveness 
Innovations still has room for improvement in sales and marketing competitiveness in 
terms of targeted segments, product range, image promotion and sales staffing. With 
limitation of capital and staff size, Innovations should be more focused on the 
promotion of selected niche products and to selected customers while maintaining 
supply of other products on request. 
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Build Companv Image 
The survey results show that schools have little awareness or preference of particular 
resellers. Schools' unawareness of Innovations calls for more proactive company 
image promotion via the low-priced yet effective channels e.g. direct faxes. 
It is suggested that Innovations run seminars to promote its image. The seminars 
should be addressed to school teachers. The seminar title should focus on customer 
education to attract teachers who want to leam more. However, the seminars should 
include demonstrations of selected products and focus on providing total solutions. 
Plan Promotional Activities 
The existing company brochure as attached in Appendix 5 suffices as advertising 
material of the products sold by Innovations. The brochure should be regularly 
updated and distributed to schools via the most effective media, which, according to 
survey are seminars, referral and direct fax or mail. 
Enlarge Distribution Channels 
The survey shows that many respondents refer to bookstore chains when they 
consider buying educational software. This is probably due to the long established 
relationship between schools and bookstores in the supply of textbook every year. 
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Hence, school administrators tend to approach bookstores for software even though 
these bookstores have little knowledge about how to source and evaluate software. 
As a knowledgeable reseller, Innovations should negotiate agreement with bookstores 
chains like Commercial Press (HK) Ltd. and Popular Book Company Ltd. to be its 
resale channels to schools. 
Establish Relationship with the Regulators 
The EMB and ED not only create the demand for educational software but also 
control the pace of support facilities like hardware, human resources and procurement 
guidelines. Innovations, even though a small business, should build on the experience 
as ex-ED officers and knowledge of educational software, and explore alliance 
opportunity with EMB and ED in the development of IT education in Hong Kong. 
The company should also keep close contact with ITERC to get information on the 
schools' needs of educational software and the Government's guidelines on the 
development of educational software. 
Operational Strategy 
Innovations also needs expansion of sales support staff to cope with new orders 
following promotion activities since the owner-managers are already fully occupied 
by the existing workload. 
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New Office Administrator 
The owner-manager now spends about 50% out of the office and have neglected 
business in the office. It is suspected that some orders have been lost. In view of this 
and expansion of sales and marketing activities in the coming years, it justifies 
Innovations to hire one customer service administrator to pick up phone calls, process 
orders, provide basic technical support and fax promotional materials to generate new 
sales. The following sample specifications are suggested for reference: 
- Fresh university graduate 
- Monthly salary of HK$8,000 - HK$9,000 
- PC literate 
- Good written and spoken English 
- Handle order processing and assist in sales activities 
Monitoring and motivation of this new administrator is challenging because he or she 
has to work alone in the office 50% of the time. More frequent reviews with the 
administrator at the beginning is suggested to estimate the normal pattem of his or her 
workload and set benchmark for performance monitoring. He or she should be given 
exposure opportunity as salesperson after one year's experience in office 
administration and order processing. I f the new administrator hiring arrangement 
does not work out, the company can keep hiring administrator level employees on 
temporary or part-time basis to save cost. 
Implementation Plan 
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At the Business Level 
To address the cash flow problem, Innovations should run more courses for teachers 
and students. 
Milestone : (1) Innovations should run at least 5 teacher training courses in 
1998/99 and increase to 50 by 2001/02. (2) Innovations should run at least 3 
summer courses for students in 1998/99. The target number should increase to 6 
by June 2001/02. 
Innovations has not yet won any of ED's CD-ROM production tender. Since the 
production can bring in a reasonable income. Innovations should continue with the 
effort. To prepare for these tenders, the company should establish relationships with 
programmers and graphic artists. 
Milestone : Innovations should try to acquire the first Government contract by 
the 2000-2001 year and then one contract in each year to follow. 
To avoid head-on competition with other resellers in the sales of homogenous 
software, Innovations should negotiate for sole distributorship of niche products. 
Milestone : Innovations should set up sole distributorship for at least one 
software vendor with niche products in 1998/99 and one in the follow years to 
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come. 
Inviting a new shareholder can bring in complementary skill set and resources and 
alleviate the cash flow problem. It is recommended that the owner-manager seriously 
consider the issue. 
Milestone : No time line should be set for finding new shareholders though it is 
always a worth considering. The owner-manager must feeI comfortable with any 
available person as a new shareholder before considering the option. 
At the Sales and Marketing Level 
In view of schools' unawareness of Innovations' presence in the market and the 
software titles available, Innovations should take proactive marketing measures to 
enhance company image and promote the titles it represents. 
Milestone : From 1999/2000 onwards, Innovations should hold four seminars a 
year to promote its image and products and fax promotional packages to all 
schools once a month. 
Not having retail channels limits Innovations,s sales opportunities. Since many 
schools approach bookstores for the supply of software, Innovations should enlist a 
couple ofbookstores as its resale outlets. 
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Milestone : Negotiations with bookstores should start immediately. 
At the Operational Level 
With the owner-manager being away from the office 50% of the time and in view of 
the expanding market, it is recommended that Innovations employ one staff to see to 
office administration and explore sales opportunities. 
Milestone : Hiring of one new office administrator should start in early June 
1999 when supply of fresh graduates comes up. 
Financial Forecast after Implementation Plan 
Appendix 6 shows the revised financial forecast after the implementation of the new 
strategies. The company wi l l be able to make some profit in 1998/99 due to the 
owner-manager's part-time position in the university. But in 1999/2000，the company 
wil l suffer losses again because (i) the part-time teaching position has finished; (ii) the 
investment in the self-organised teacher training courses has not yet paid back, and 
(ii i) the office administrator is not yet able to contribute to the revenue. However, i f 
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all targets can be met as scheduled, the company will break even in the 2001/02 




The educational software sales revenue of about HK$41 million per annum from the 
whole school market is attractive to small local resellers under the present business 
environment. Schools are given autonomy as well as budget in their choice of 
software. At present, the number of distributors is still small. The survey showed that 
schools have no preferred resellers or products, which means that the market is open 
to all those who try to capture it. 
Despite the opportunity, the key questions for companies like Innovations are: (a) 
what proportion of the total market revenue the company can capture; and (b) whether 
the company can survive short-term problems. Emergence of new and powerful 
distributors and resellers poses a threat to small companies like Innovations. 
Besides, direct sale of software is a low margin, labour intensive business with cash 
flow constraints. It is more profitable that Innovations capitalises on the owner-
manager's education background and IT knowledge expand high margin knowledge-
based business such as teachers training. The sale of software should be positioned as 
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a secondary business, with particular emphasis on niche products to differentiate 
from the big competitors. The owner-manager should also consider a new 
shareholder should the right strategic partner be available. 
For sales and marketing, Innovations should enhance its marketing activities via the 
most effective means such as seminars, direct fax, teachers training and bookstore 
channels. The marketing activities should be backed up by expanded administrative 
support. The preliminary financial statement shows significant improvements in the 
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ESTMATED F m A N C L \ L STATEMENT OF INNOVATIONS 
ON CORE BUSINESS ONLY 
Appgn<IU 2 - F,^timatWl 5-Ygar F i p a n ^ l StottmCTt ofInnovations with the Same Business Strateyv as in 1997/1998 
(Starting 8 months) 
Be^ftusa Jap-Awg 1998 l99g/|999 1999/2000 2000/2001 2001/2002 
1.1) Sales of Educational Software 
NumberofTitksSoldO^ote7&Note8) 1500 4500 5985 6224 6473 
AverageSale Price(Note2) $ 260.00 $ 260.00 $ 260.00 $ 260.00 $ 260.00 
Sub-total $ 390,000.00 $ 1,170,000.00 $ 1,556,100.00 $ 1,618,344.00 $ 1.683,077.76 
1.2) Total Revenue $ 390,000.00 $ 1,170,000.00 $ 1,556,100.00 $ 1,618344.00 $ 1,683,077.76 
Costs 
Variable Costs 
2.1) Sales of Educational Software 
NumberofTitlMSoldO^ote7&Note8) 1500 4500 5985 ¢224 6473 
Average Cost per Title (Note 2) $ 200.00 $ 200.00 $ 200.00 $ 200.00 $ 200.00 
Sub"total $ 300,000.00 $~~900.000.00 $ 1,197,000.00 $ 1.244,880.00 $ 1,294,675.20 
2.2> Total Variable Cost $ 300,000.00 $ 900,000.00 $ 1,197,000.00 S 1,244,880.00 S 1,294,675.20 
Fixcd Cwt8 
15) OfficeAVarehouse Rental O^ote 4) $ 16,000.00 $ 24,960.00 $ 25.959.00 $ 26,998.00 $ 28,078.00 
2.6) Seminar/Exhibition ’ 
Number of Seminars Run 3 4 4 4 4 
CostperSeminar OMote4) $ 1.500.00 $ 1,560.00 $ 1,623.00 $ 1,688.00 $ 1,756.00 
Sub-totalofSeminarCosts $ 4,500.00 $ 6,240.00 $ 6.492.00 $ 6,752.00 $ 7 024 00 
2.7) StaffSalaryO^ote5) ’ 
Owner Manager Basic (Company Profit as Bonus) $ 200,000.00 $ 312,000.00 $ 324,480.00 $ 337,460.00 $ 350,959.00 
2 Part-time Staff $ 64,000.00 $ 83.200.00 $ 86,528.00 $ 89,990.00 $ 93:590.00 
Total StafTCost $ 264,000.00 $~~395,200.00 $~~411,008.00 $~~427,450.00 $~444,549 00 
2.8) Overheads CNote 4) 
Electricity’PhoneBills’Stationery�etc $ 1,300.00 $ 2,080.00 $ 2.164.00 $ 2,251.00 $ 2,342.00 
Transportation $ 16.000.00 $ 24,960.00 $ 25,959.00 $ 26,998.00 $ 28,078.00 
Business Trips $ 丨丨，000.00 $ 22,880.00 $ 23,796.00 $ 24,748.00 $ 25,738.00 
Miscellaneous(e.g.Brochure,NarneCardSmetc) $ 3,000.00 $ 3,120.00 $ 3.245.00 $ 3,375.00 $ 3,510.00 
Total Overheads $~~31,300.00 $~"53,040.00 $~~55,164.00 $~~57.372.00 $~~59,668.00 
2.9) Depreciation O^ote 11) 
Start-Up Fumiture and IT Equipment (@$40K) $ 8,000.00 $ 8,000.00 $ 8,000.00 $ 8,000.00 $ 8,000.00 
Total Depreciation i 8,000.00 i 8,000.00 $ 8,000.00 $ 8,000.00 $ 8:000.00 
2.10) Total Fixed Cost $ 323,800.00 $ 487,440.00 $ 506,623.00 $ 526,572.00 $ 547^319.00 
3.> Gross ProfltA^ss(1.2-2.2-2.10) (233,800.00) (217.440.00) (147,523.00) (153,108.00) (158,916.44) 
4.) Less Profit Tax @16% $ _ $ . $ _ $ $ 
^ ^ ^ ^ — g ^ A f t e r T a x (233.800.00) (217,440.00) (147,523.00) (153.108.00) (158.916：^ 
Assumptions 
/.) No change in market environment lhal is significant enough 10 affect the revenue and cost base. 
2-> No change in the prices and cosls ofsoftware litles because increase due 10 demandfor educational lilles is offset by general decline ofsoftware prices. 
•JJ Increment ofPricefor Training Courses p.a. = 8% qfannual total ofprevious whole year 
4-> Coi« ofrenlal/equipment/overhead incremempa. = 4% ofannua! total ofprevious wholeyear 
5.> Salaryincremenlp.a= 4% ofannual total ofprevious whole year 
6-) ^ " ^ ""d «"« per Government project remains unchanged due to offset between inflation and general decline in software prices. 
”版卜咖 ™" " — ' ' ofu"i"如似‘“‘醫卯《 ( " 0 0 units) and 1998/! 999 (4.500 units) are approximated from actual sa!esfigures provided bv Innovations 
8-> Growth a f _ a r e Sale Yolumr,.from 199W2000 Onwardx arr F . u i _ d g,t Follom 19m1999 1999moo . 20nn/2nn1 2001/2nn7 
Increased sales due 10 growth in product penetration (as per survey results except 1998/1999) includedinbasecase 3S% 4% 4% 
To,allncreasemSales includedmbasecase J7^ ^ ^ 
9.〉 No bad debt, nor bank loan interest 
10 ) Allyears are schoolyears, i.e.from Sep I Year I to August 31 Year 2. 
/1.) Linear depreciation of fixed asset tfurniture and PC) over 5 years 
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APPENDIX 3 
QUESTIONNAIRE TO SCHOOL PRINCffALS ON EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
麗 
^ ^ ^ ¾ THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 香 港 中 文 大 學 
""sHATIN.NT.HONGKONG.TEL:f,|ro"^"•不諧"，"“〒二二 •香港新界沙田• ^ ¾ ： ^OA A Q O O 
609 7000 FAX • (852) 603 5544 八 ^ ； 几 - t l U O Q 
工商管理學院碩士課程 
MBA Programmes Tel. 609 7783 
Faculty o f Business Administrat ion 722 5808 (Town centre) 
學生碩士企剷用凄 
Student MBA Projects 
30 January, 1999 
Attn.: The School Principal 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
Survev on the Use ofEducational Software in Schools ofHong Kong 
I am a final year part-time MBA student of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I am doing a 
research on the market environment of educational software in Hong Kong and would like to invite 
your participation. 
With the introduction of information technology to primary and secondary schools, there will be a 
great need for educational software. However, few details of what schools are looking for and what 
they expect of the software suppliers are known. Hence, your feedback will be most important to the 
research. The findings will be channelled to relevant educational bodies. It is hoped that the research 
will contribute to the development ofIT education in Hong Kong. 
Please fill in and return the attached questionnaire by fax at 25553455. Your participation is much 
appreciated. 
^ ; c R -
j 
CHAN Kin Leung, Michael 
Class of 1999, 3-Year MBA 
The Chinese University ofHong Kong 
^ ^ ^ ¾ THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 香 港 中 文 大 學 
^SHAT.N.NT.HONGKONG.TEL:|g|rO“•语1§":、』二： •香港新界沙田 .電話： ^ g ^ ^ g g g 
609 7000 FAX • (852) 603 5544 /、L;7L X： U U U 
工商管理學院碩士課程 
MBA Programmes Tel. 609 7783 
Faculty of Business Administration 722 5808 (Town centre) 
學生碩土企劃用笼 
Student MBA Projects 
Questionnaire on the Use ofEducational Software in Schools in Hong Kong 
Thank you for participating in our academic survey. We would be grateftU ifyou could answer the 
following questions and retum the questionnaire to us by fax on 2555 3455 or 2693 3837. Ifyou have any 
enquiries, please call 7331 0583. 
1. Has your school made plans to purchase any educational software for the academic year 1998/99? 
a) Yes (Please answer Questions 5 to 11.) 
b) No (Please answer Question 2 and Questions 4 to 11.) 
c) Undecided (Please answer Question 3 to 11.) 
2. Why NO plans to purchase educational software for the academic year 1998/99? (You may tick 
more than one answer.) 
a) Not enough budget 
b) Unclear guidelines from ED 
c) Unable to get information about software 
d) Lack ofhardware facilities 
e) More training for teachers first 
f) Available software not suitable for students 
g) School prefers to develop own software 
h) Others (Please specify: ) 
3. Why UNDECIDED about purchasing educational software for the academic year 1998/99? (You 
may tick more than one answer.) 
a) Not enough budget 
b) Unclear guidelines from ED 
c) Unable to get information about software 
d) Evaluating hardware compatibility 
e) Evaluating suitability ofexisting software 
f) More training for teachers first 
g) Exploring the option of school developing own software 
h) Others (Please specify: ) 
4. When do you estimate your school will be ready to purchase educational software? 
a) Early 1999/20 academic year 
b) Mid 1999/20 academic year 
c) Early 2000/21 academic year 
d) Mid 2000/21 academic year 
e) 2001/02 academic year or later 
5. Has your school purchased any educational software in the past? 
a) Yes 
b) No Z Z Z 
c) Don't know 
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^ ^ ^ ¾ THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 香 港 中 文 大 學 
609 6000 TELEGRAM • SINOVERSITY ^ „ v,. m ^ 铁 . 六 〇 九 六 〇 〇 〇 
SHATIN . NT • HONG KONG . TEL: | ° | fZ • }1^^ ： ^ ¾ ^Ts^ •香港新界沙 .六〇九七〇〇〇 
工商管理學院碩士課程 
MBA Programmes Tel. 609 7783 
Faculty o f Business Administrat ion 722 5808 (Town centre) 
學生碩士企劃用溪 
Student MBA Projects 
6. By what means do you get information about educational software? (You may tick more than one 
answer.) 
a) Direct mail/fax 
b) Internet 
c) Referral from others 
d) Exhibitions/Seminars 
e) Others (Please specify: ) 
f) Don't know 





8. War are you criteria for selecting which software to purchase? (You may tick more than one 
answer.) 
a) Convenient location 
b) Reasonable price 
c) Reputation ofthe software company 
d) Recommendations by others 
e) Availability ofpre-sale trial 
f) After-sale training and support 
g) Product easy to use 
h) Relevant to the teaching topics 
i) Others (Please specify: ) 
9. What is your estimated annual spending on educational software? 
a) $10,000 or less d) $40,001 to $60,000 
b) $10,001to$20,000 Z Z Z Z e) $60,001 or more Z Z Z Z 
c) $20,001 to $40,000 Z Z Z Z f) Undecided ^ ] ] ^ ^ 
10. What percentage of the total budget would you allocate to the following subjects? 
a) English Language % e) Arts Subjects ‘ % 
b) Chinese Language % f) Public Exams % 
c) Mathematics % g) Others (Pls. Specify ) % 
d) Science Subjects % h) Undecided % 
11. What percentage of the total budget would you allocate to the following levels? 
a) PltoP3 %_ d) S4toS5 ^ 
b) P4 to P6 % e) S6 and above % 
c) SltoS3 % f) Undecided % 
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PROMOTIONAL BROCHURE OF INNOVATIONS 
I 
m m 
、 ^ H V . -
1 ^ ¾ 
_ _ “ S o f t w a r e 
^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ i p 
m t o r 
^ ¾ ^ E d u c a t i o n 
S 1998 
^ P j 
IH^ ^^ 2^2E^ ^^S2^B 
^ m s m m 
^ ^ m ^ M 
I : : m i : :: 
縣 » ‘ _ 
i * r ^ , H t i i Z S E M 
^ 8 醒 n :—:•— m 
哪 
-i^mmi 
m m ^ 
ittffiWafl^  Education Solutions Provider 
wgtT 
CInnovations is committed to enhancing effective teaching and learning in the area of information atechnology. Formed by a group of dedicated people who have been teachers, college lecturers, inspectors, curriculum officers and experts in computer-related 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ industries, the company understands the needs of 
• B H H H teachers and students and has first-hand information 
^ ^ p ^ g ^ p of the trends in educational technologies. 
OThe company was founded to provide quality services to assist schools in the implementation of educational 
technology. With strategic partnerships with leading 
3software publishers and teacher educators overseas, Innovations is well placed to help schools design 
information technology staff development 
i ^ ^ P I I ^ H programmes, advise teachers on the integration of 
‘ ^ educational hardware and software in their 
_ _ ^ curriculum, and train teachers and students to create 
^ ^ m H ^ ^ curriculum-based multimedia projects. 
Innovations is currently launching a series of 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ programmes to introduce educational software to 
schools, particularly English language and 
m ^ m m l P presentation software. We are also helping schools to 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ develop technology staff development programmes 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ and set up self-access multimedia resource libraries. 
With consistent commitment to innovations, we are 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ sure to bring education to a new era of technology. 
• “ 々 ' • 
Education Solutions Provider I _ 
I N N O V A T I O N S 
Dear Teachers, ^ ^ 
Contents 
Thank you for taking time to read this catalogue. I 
hope you will find this catalogue a valuable tool to Creativity & Presentation 4 
fulfil your educational software needs. Here are 
some tips to help you make up your mind about the Creativity & Publishing 5 
Grade Levels Creativity & Writ ing 6 
Most of the English language titles in this catalogue 
are designed for native speakers. We have tried to Integrated Learning 1 
adjust the levels with the standards of local students 
in mind. However, the grading is arbitrary since Language Learning 9 
there is a wide range of student abilities. The ways “ ® 
you use the software will also make a lot of 
difference. We would welcome your feedback on the Reading & Phpnics 10 
grade levels so that we can make suitable revisions in 
subsequent issues. Reading & Vocabulary 11 
School/Teacher Editions n j . o x . . . 
To help teachers use the software effectively, many Reading & Language A r t s 12 
software publishers have designed teacher's guides 
and activities to accompany their titles. These Mathematics 17 
School/Teacher Editions are only sold to schools and 
are not available in retail stores. Mathematics & Problem Solving 20 
Innovations is committed to providing you with 、. 
support on the use of educational technology in the Science 21 
classroom. Please feel free to contact us on 2693 
3103. Science & Sodal Science 21 
Sincerely’ Reference 23 
6 u , ^ ^ 仏‘^ 
Keyboarding 23 
Crystal Mok 
Marketing Director L ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
General System Reqirements 
Windows 
• Windows 3.1 or Windows 95 Macintosh 
• 66 MHz 486 or faster • Macintosh and Power Macintosh 
• 8MB RAM • System 7.1 or higher 
• 2x CD-ROM drive or faster * ^MB RAM 
• 256 colours, SVGA monitor • ^x CD-ROM drive or faster 
• Windows compatible sound device • 640 x 480 monitor, 256 colours 
• 15 M B of free hard disk space • 15 MB of free hard disk space 
K | ^ — — ^ cooi K i d Pix Studio 
W a v ^ ^ f i ^ A powerful easy-to-use multimedia programme for students. 
^ ^ 4 x p ^ E ^ _ :产| More than just a paint and draw 
• J ^ B ' i ^ X M i programme, with the Slide Show feature, 
^ E 9 _^^^ B J ^ ^ ^ J students can prepare animated reports and 
K 9 T " ' ' ^ Z l M ^ | W p P j g t p create slide shows with special effects and 
^ b f i # 8 p M l M |^S | ^ ^ r o ^ ^ their own recording. 
m 1 ¾ ¾ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ! ¾ ^ ! ! ! ¾ ^ - ^ “ School Edition contains： 
K | ' T M i ^ M 1 title CD and Teacher's Guide with curriculum 
feil ^ ^ ^ M | H | matrix, student projects, teacher productivity 
^ B 9 H f l B H ^ S I activities, cross-curricular lesson plans. 
K | C002 M P Express - On the Br ink ( ^ ^ 3 s ^ ^ 
^ 1 coo3 MP Express - Living Deserts and Rainforests ""^ ^ 
^ J ^ B p H ^ B Put the power of multimedia in everyone's hands! 
^ 1 ^ P n ^ ^ K M 【 _ 净 声 & 圇 
• fclflM \ m m m n m H s r 4 
^ ^ 1 I H l H B i l H i | i ^ " ^ r B W ^ j | | ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ H g | Combine pictures, movies, sounds and 
^ ^ H B ^ ^ j y * l C ^ J ^ ^ ^ H H ^ ^ ^ f M l music with your own voice to create 
^ ^ 1 0 th R . k E ^ ^ B h i l ^ i m S | S B B H U _ I exdting multimedia presentation with 
^ ^ H | m H | | ^ ^ ^ ^ | H | astonishing ease! 
^ ^ H Liv ing Deserts I S ^ H ^ H ^ S S I 
^ ^ 1 and Rainforests 
^ 1 ^ ^ Z ^ ^ coo4 HyperStudio 
^ H Create your own ... ^.、， ^ " . . You can 
• School projects . Mult imedia Mu l t imed ia You C a n M a k e ! Draw & paint . Create your own 
^ H portfolios . Kiosk-style projects . iFPRK^nmitfTT animation . Record sounds and 
^ ^ Classroom presentations . { n j S ^ H | digital movies . Use ready-made 
^ H Training demonstrations . 丨棚！ ^ P | B l B W B B B = card templates • Control audio 
^ H Interactive games . Business > « ^ l i l B l f i M M CDs and laserdisc players • 
^ H presentations • Resumes. ‘ 國！ j j ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H Publish your own projects on 
^ 1 S f ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ disk, the Internet and CD-ROMs. 
^ 1 M i B P ^ B ^ 嫩，，--^¾ M J J ® J 
• r ^ ^ - _ i i i i i — i i ^ p i 
I ^ 0 m ~ K l 
^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ B 3 ^ ^ m | H H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ * E H 
^ ^ M Nitrogen C y c l e ^ ^ ^ K%*.^o| flBH ^ H H K 
^ ^ 1 S^S^rST <^\^ K ''、.‘ t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 画 二=^ ：== t3- i i uM i ' i > t f " l tV^ i 7 r ^ “ “ ] J J ^ • 
• 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ tf|^k 
I H H H W B B M i 4 
I m E m 
coo5 The Multimedia Workshop | 3 
3 easy-to-use workshops in one programme! (^^pf&^^ B l 
THiMuiTiMiPiAW0RKfH0P 丨  ^ ^ m ^he Video Workshop - a tool to edit photographs and B | 
^^^^^29riM||fe w^S^ < ^ ^ S video clips, combine scenes and sounds. E ^ a 
• ^ f l P ^ | K y f f l K j i i , _ ^ i l H The Paint Workshop - a tool to create illustrations and K M 
i ^ M H H r e P ！ j g - ' i B B i customise photographs or clip art. b | | 
^jSEHBS^-^ •-• jV "S'- i m m The Writing Workshop - a word processing programme K H 
: . . . ' . : j ^mm^^ ^ ^ . ‘ . _ _ 3 B B | with publishing capabilities, built-in templates, spell E 7 S 
~^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^W IMM i J | checker and thesaurus. My|| 
Teacher Edition contains： E B 8 
2 title CDs and teacher's resource materials with lesson plans, thematic units and curriculum guidelines. fc9 
coo6 Print Artist 4.0 ^ 5 ¾ ) coo7 Kid CAD C 5 2 ) • 
•
An easy-to-learn, fun communication ^ j A < ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 J | 5 E ^ | 
tool that lets teachers and students ^ t t j t f f i B M j W H 
create wonderful cross-curricular fj*|，^*^P^ffllHBCT^ ^ ^ H 
p — M i a • 
Teacher Edition contains： „ , . , • . _ „ , .,,. , ^ H 
2 title CDs and teacher's resource ^^is award-wmmng 3D building and • 
materials with lesson plans, thematic desig^ tool lets students create houses and • 
units and curriculum guidelines. i n ^ X c t ' ' • 
coosThe^int Shop PressWriter • The Print Shop Ensemble III H 
( P 5 & u p ) ^ ^ 
PContains thousands of high (P3 & upJ) ^ ^ H 
quality graphic images, ^ g m ^ ^ Gives teachers and students the ^ H 
famous quotations, fonts, one- ^ ^ * ^ ¾ power to combine stunning ^ H 
button Internet access, a full • y^ '^ ^ • graphics and text to create ^ H 
colour reference book of all H ^ z j ^ banners, posters, calendars, ^ H 
the graphics and photos. P W ^ | certificates and more! ^ M 
School Edition contains: S g h i School Edition contains： ^ M 
1 title CD and Teacher's Guide with curriculum A ^ ^ f f l 1 title CD and Teacher's Guide ^ ^ 
matrix, classroom activities and desktop ^ i ^ p W with curriculum matrix, student ^ H 
publishing projects and a bonus CD-ROM. “ ^ ^ ¾ activities and ideas to use the ^ ^ 
programme beyond the classroom. ^ ^ M 
C010 Broderbund Pub l ish ing L i b r a r y ^ ^ l ^ l ! ! ^ C012 Cl ickArt Graphics Workshop ^ ^ ^ ^ Z ^ ^ ^ | 
(Pr int Shop, PressWriter and Cl ick Art) A versatile tool for editing, drawing and painting ^ | 
C011 B r o d e r b u n d P u b l i s h i n g S u i t e ¢ ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ ^ graphics for teachers and students. ^ H 
^ 1 
C l i c k A r t Co l l ec t i ons Make your reports, newsletter, and flyers more e y e - c a t ^ g ^ | 。 • 
more lively with these easy-to-use img^s ;C^ft^tions.^ r i i ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ | ^H e( $ ^ , — • - - . ' l + A I ^ ^ 滩 ^ ^ M • C013 200 ,000 ImagePak M f ^ H • 4 125,000 Deluxe Image Pak j m v l 5 65,0  Classic Image P a k 1 r > r W % l H6 4 St rter 。巧 
^ coi7 Kid Works Deluxe ( ^ ^ ^ 7 ^ cois The Amazing Writing Machine 
^ 3 | B M ^ ( ; ^ p 4 & ^ 
S 1 ^ ^ = t = r = o = ^ r ^ r f ^ A creative writing 
M _ y i E ^ stories,poems, > « ^ M l ^ ； 了 二 严 , ， 
i f l B Z P ^ 3 journals and hear • 4 » ^ ® H —dej^tstostartwritmgwith 
K 9 l==，‘ m M their creations read p L ^ ^ _ , 5 any of five writing forms: 
n ^ ^ 1 ^ ! ¾ ¾ backinavarietyof B | S H _ Story, Journal, Essay, Poem 
In g ^ - : 7 ^ F ^ voices orin their •―一“^画 andLetter. I ^ ^ ^ 外 相 ™ v o i c e . School Edition contams： m Teacher Edition contains： 1 title CD and Teacher'  Guide with curriculum 2 title CDs and teacher'  resource materials matrix，student project , tutorials, and a bon s • including less plans, thematic units and book to take stude s step-by-step through the curriculum guideline . wr ing proc s.  coi9 Orly Draw-A-S ory c020 Kid's Media Magi• r u 6 ^ 广~^ 圖 | .色：厂.•—1 2i Media WeaverB ¾ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ 3 ^ • -M b s ; : ^tts^m^ / ^ ^ ~ ^ H < ^ ( n ^ . Orly invi s gfl j ¾^. samc J , — —*•一-：〜 ( ^ P 4 & u ^^ P f n = u = e t y « « @ 1 — f . ^ ~  <^ ^^ ^^ -*— '^ ‘ of pictur  a the .——•-—~. t ry unf ld . The child's drawin s the  com  t KW，s dia Magic & Medi  Weav r provid h nd eds of life as pa t of he st ry. clip art, graphics, photos, movies and sounds to ill st a estudents' cre v  wo . Sample le son lan  are i clud d in the CD-ROMC022 Sto yB k Weav r D l xe c024 it  On Plus  C ^ ^ C023 U tim eWriti & ~ f f ^ , s 4 pi r tiv y nt e ^ ^S ^ Write a d illust ate p = = ^ g ^ ^ P 3 ^ & ^ P B ^ ^ g f ^m : = = k s ^ H ~ ^ w ra_^W ( m c mpor ry and ^ ¾ Wr t On! Plu  in grat s f lk or im ge . " ^ W Hh ^ Pr c s writing, ord processing, Then add unds! skill building, d lit u  withM k s wr ing fun! T ere are writing c iv ti s. g phics, p ctu e , sound, ovies, ani atio for s uden s5 Hol l o H gh to illu tr te heir w iti g.j P M C J ^ 嶋 W i : ^ C : r a , A c t o n ! ,3 — B R ^ J ^ | S ^ f l tude t p actis xp sivM i i U i ! @ ^ l M ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ M wri g hey it mov e• ‘ ® ™ ™ ^ . ^ j j P ^ ' y | ^ J scr p s, dir c rehears l , hoottud n s devel p t i kin, | ^ = : = 一 ― communica i d w it ng skills, ® wn_,fl mand l r to pr duc  p li h d School Edit on c nt n .= : 脈 严 产 ~ , 1 ti  a T h ' Guide wi h cu ric um trix, ^h acte s, stage- ir ct, writ le n plans a d a b u book ha  v s ackgr u  ； alliaiogu …. pects of the the tric l w rld. 
Learn with Reader Rabbit and His Friends _ | 9 
_ L e t . S t a H S S ： ^ ^ ^ f i 臓 T o a a i e r M 
L e a r n i n g ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ M m O m ^ htroduces counting, | | » 
Build essential ^ ( J J ^ P | ^ ^ ; ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 * i colours, shapes, and the E | 
preschool skills with " g ^ J ^ ^ ^ 1 * ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ¾ ¾ alphabet. F f l 
- - — • m ^ ^ ^ ^ 二 = 二 ’ 1 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ patterns, and memory K ^ | 
1002 Read,Write&Type! skills. K M 
?ver 2G0sequential activities to joo3 Pa int , Write & Play! ^ | 
=sen t three skills: reading, An easy-to-use creativity kit for 綱6 Kindergarten g J 
ng and typing. painting pictures, writing stories and Develops a full year of reading, 1 ¾ 
more. maths’ and early thinking skills. p ^ H 
The Success Starters ^ H 
Complete two-CD learning sets packed with fun-filled activities. ^ | 
1007 Preschool ^ H 
Success Starter 1008 Kindergarten ^ 圓 
^ . . . n _ Success s t a r t e r 1009 1st Grade ^ ^ M 
^ ^ ^ ^ ⑦ - 。 一 • 
f ^ m m m ^ | ^ ^ ^ r > ™ • 
® ^ B H E p i i i ! • _ _ p g • 
! ^署遷 ^ “ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^丨 ^ m K ^ a • 
Disk 1： Maggie introduces children | ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ B B H s 3 H ^ 1 
early reading, music and ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ m H ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
computer skills. Disk 1: Children learn letters, ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ H ^ ^ M 
Disk 2: Eager teaches letters, phonics, counting and telling time. D I ^ I S ^ ^ S ^ ^ H 
numbers, shapes and colours. Disk 2: James teaches early math ^ ^ H 
skills and concepts. Disk 1: Covers reading, sentence ^ ^ H 
structure, science, math and music. ^ ^ H 
1010 T h e P l a y r o o m Disk 2: Explores Math concepts ^ ^ M 
such as sorting, problem solving, ^ ^ H 
r i ^ G ： ^ Provides an enriching IOH T h c Treeh0USC tellingtimeandmore. • 
^ ^ ~ 夕 learning experience. p i ^ g ^ ^ ^ l H ^ ^ H 
I" ^ S 3 SkUls supported: letter " H ^ K Explore sentence structure, ^ | 
^ J ^ f I and word recognition, K P T ^ ^ ^ B introductory math, science and ^ | 
W m ^ spellmg, counting, | | ^ ^ ^ ^ ； | ^ | | | @ music. ^ M 
S & J addition and j ^ J j j ^ ^ ^ ; : : , > ^ Skills supported: word ^ M 
PiaVroOm fubtr，on，teUmg K T ^ W recognition, sentence structure, ^ M 
7 — , time, keyboarding. B ^ ^ ！ ， creative expression, addition and ^ M 
• ln?PnOUSP money, animal classification, ^ ^ H 
lyaj b*M; HA V>b,i^ v< ^^^^^^^^^ 
<J musical instruments. ^ ^ B 
J>chool Edition contains： School Edition contains- ^ B 
i ^ t f ! CD and Teacher's Guide which 1 title CD and Teacher's Guide with lessons that expand on ^ M 
?c l u，23 activities in four subject subjects including math, language arts, and science, and ^ M 
areas: language, math, art and music. tutorial to help students navigate through the programme. ^ | 
1012 The Learn ing Advantage L i b r a ry# l (Playroom/ James/ Kid Pix/ Just Grandma) ^ ^ . ^^ ^ M 
m i ' l t ^ ^ ea rnh i g Advantage L ibrary#2 (Treehouse/ Orly/ Carmen Jr./Math Workshop) P! • ^  • 1014 The L m 4 Write, Action, Came a/ Print Shop Basic/ “ , A.D.A.M./ Carmen World) S1 & up ^ J
H _ _ _ ^ r m m ^ _ _ -
H H i D H i P n ^ ^ i ^ S y s t a m | ^ — • 
n i i S i r o i ^ S B I 
I 圓 _ 一 m 1 
n Toddlers | ^ S H ^ ^ » I H H | 3 rdGrade 
W M Preschool M p i ^ P 2nd Grade 
_ c i»®?*^ < i M l lstGrade B j ^ 1 ^ 1 J g | 
_ M l 國 _ i H ^ 
_ * ^ ^ ^ P ^ Kindergarten 4th Grade 5th Grade 
^ ^ M 1015 Jumps ta r t Toddlers 1019 Jumps ta r t 1st Grade 
^ ^ H Covers mouse control, letters, numbers, etc. Covers reading, vowels, arts, ecology and geography, etc. 
^ H 1016 Jumps ta r t Preschool 1020 Jumps ta r t 2nd Grade 
^ ^ H Covers pre-reading, phonics, music, sequencing, Covers writing, parts of speech, musical scales, social 
^ ^ H spatial relations, etc. science, etc. 
^ H 1017 Jumps ta r t Pre-K 1021 Jumps ta r t 3rd Grade 
^ ^ 1 Covers reading readiness, phonics, size, social Covers language, science, geography, art history, etc. 
^ m concepts，etc. ^ 2 Jumps ta r t 4th Grade 
^ ^ 1 1018 Jumps ta r t Kindergarten Covers history, earth and natural science, music, language 
^ ^ H Covers phonics, alphabet, similarities and system, etc. 
^ ^ M differences, time concept, etc. 
^ ^ M 1023 Jumps ta r t 5th Grade 
^ m Teacher Editions of the JumpStart series contain： Covers geography, map reading, geometry, reasoning, 
^ ^ H 2 title CDs and teacher resource materials. prefixes etc 
• Fisher-Price Ready for School Series C j ； ^ 
• 1024 Toddler W^M|mi L l i ^ V 1026 Kindergarten 
• Distinguish sound, develop : 3 K O ^ ^ m K , ^ s L J H Dev^op reading and 
• early mouse and keyboard tf^|fSB| g O g ^ M math readmess skills, 
• skills, etc. | ^ ; ; ^ | | i < ^ H i i P f l l explGi*e calendar 
^ ^ g I 11 iiaSHLiiil g ^ 2 i S ^ J I i i 3 y i concepts, etc. 
• 1025 Preschool ^ S S S K M l P ^ ^ 1027 1st Grade 
• Practisematching and ^ ^ H ^ H H ^ ^ , ¾ ¾ ! Build reading, phonics and 
• sequencing, learn numbers W ^ y ^ m t z W K L ^ m ^ spelling skills, develop 
• andletters, etc. M B f c ^ j j S ^ .丨」 » ? ? ^二圖 math skills, etc. 
^^m ^ f f S M W M M M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B 
^ 1 1028 Chicka Chicka Boom Boom ^ , , ,/r y^  , . xx」^^ 
^ M 1029 Old MacDonald Had a Farm 
^ m ^ ^ KG - pi 
^ ^ 1 I ^ ^ I ^ P H Teaches ABC and early C ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 • 1 
• H ^ E 1 reading skills through H ^ ^ S ^ 
^ ^ m WmMo5»M rhyme, animation, An enjoyable multimedia sing- AMfc*^. y^^i ._f*I 
^ ^ 1 ^ ^ E m | S music, and play-along along to build language arts ^^|||jj|^^^|||||^ 
^ ^ H K ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ learning. skills and discover farms, people, ^ ^ ^ ^ Q ^ | ^ ^ H 
^ ^ H and foods from around the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Q j ^ ^ ^ H 
| B Teacher Editions contains： world. B i l ^ ^ ^ H H ^ ^ a 
K 8 2 title CDs and teacher resource materials. 
Looi-6 L e t ' s G o 1 • 6 ^ H 
A complete language course for Primary 1 - 6 in 12 CD-ROMs. —— Q j 
^ ^ ^ ^ ( P l - 6 ) fcM 
The Let's Go CD-ROM series ^ ^ p ^ ^ — — 乂 R ^ ^ 
combines a carefully controlled ^ A ^ n ^ ' JQ Topics covered : Classroom objects, Food | ^ B 
grammatical syllabus with ^ r * t i f * ^ ^ » * and drink, Professions, Locations, etc. | [ ^ H 
dialogues, songs, vocabulary, ^ ^ * ^ ( ^ m Functions included : Greeting, Asking F ^ H 
phonics work, and games. H H H H H I H ^ I ^ H about daily routine etc. K H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ 9 | g B 
Loo7-io Dynamic English 1 - 4 Loii-i6 Interactive Business English ^ 9 
A listening-based interactive multimedia An intermediate course for ESL learners ^ 9 
course for secondary students. ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ in business and the workplace. ^ M 
(^^sI&^^ ( ^ & u ^ j j J j S 
，|)>,_'amkBusinessEngiish H~~" ^ • :~ ' Disc 1 CoHipany History ^ ^ M 
'；H —"^^— Topics covered: Giving M.^ | ^ ^ S Q Disc2 JobHistory ^ ^ M 
‘ _ B B B personal and family • B y S S f B Disc 3 Manufacturing & ^ ^ | 
m r information, talking 國 W S S E m | Trade ^ ^ H 
^ _ ^ ^ ^ J J about time and | f e ^ 9 I H H i Disc4 Product Comparision ^ H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 9 habitual activities of E E E E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M Disc 5 Overseas Assignment ^ ^ M 
daily life, expectations Disc 6 Future Consequences ^ ^ M 
and intentions .... ^ ^ ^ | 
The course focuses on understanding and expressing ^ ^ H 
basic information and concepts necessary in a wide ^ ^ H 
variety of business situations. ^ ^ ^ | 
Loi7 E n g l i s h Exp res s D e l u x e ( ^ i & u p ^ ^ H 
Students learn how to speak, listen，read and write English fluently and confidently. ^ | 
E N G LI s H - ^ ^ ^ T Provides teachers with lesson plans and resources on ^ ^ | 
--_=s> ^ ^ ^ ss&^  P ^ t 3 J^^=^^ real-life themes and topics to help students develop ^ ^ U 
"Spff i " mmm^m^ ( ^ i B ^ practical language skills. ^ ^ M 
Kt> ^ y -ao ESsiiiU2i; ^ Disc 1 Myself Disc 3 My Community ^ ^ M 
EXP_jjss iit-»TliV m j Disc 2 My Daily Life Disc 4 The World Around Me ^ ^ 
L018 BBC Essential English L020 Learn to Speak E n g l i s h 「 • ~ ^ ^ | 
Loi9 B B C E n g l i s h Exp re s s i o n s (S4^^^^d^ ^ H 
. i ^ p 3 i | ( ¾ ) ^ H f t = = : ; — • 
ffl,Mtotf 1 1 ¾ H M H conversations with foreign ^ ^ M 
_ M H J S Topics covered: the _ 罾 | | language speakers. Students can ^ B 
^ ^ V R M S n alphabet, numbers, time, ^ ^ ¾ ¾ record, replay and compare their ^ ^ 
V : j j j j j j j M B E B money，calendar, weather, voices to a native speaker's. ^ ^ M 
basic phrases, key ^ ^ ^ | 
telephone phrases, ^ ^ H 
questions and answers [。！彳 Ch ineSC C h a r a c t C r I b t O F • 
L02i E n g l i s h Y o u r W a y 2 . 0 ^ ^ | ^ ^ Ad«its • 
U)22 Tripleplay Plus English | | ^ t = = = = A I 
L023 TVipleplay Plus Chinese W S S m ^ most important languages. • 
K 9 r^ P3^ & L^^  Eooi Kid Phonics 1 E002 Kid Phonics 2 ^ _ ^ ~ ^ 
M^ZM V _ _ i V ( ^ 4 & u p ) 
H * Classicsing-along g ^ J 棚 ^ ^ ^ A ^ S 
p ^ songs and nursery g H j U ^ H ^ K M P ® ^ ^ ® ® * From reading basics to 
| £ 3 rhymes B ^ ^ H l ^ ] H B | | ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ advanced concepts e.g. 
M ^ * Digitised speech for ^ ^ H ^ A | B K ^ ^ " ( 3 ' ' ^ * V y prefixes, suffixes, etc. 
B y | prompts and words ^ S | ^ Q H H J _ 繁 . M |Q| J s * Customisable activities 
^ E 3 ^ ™ ^ = ™ ™ ™ ™ > l_ ^ ^ W f l F 
••棚 The Reading Blaster Series 
^ t ^ Ages 4 - 6 
V 4 ^ ^ ^ H y ^ | Ages 6 - 9 E003 Read ing Blaster Ages 4 - 6 
• 9 3 ^ n B n A g e s 9 - 1 2 p = n = = = ^ ^ 
^ 1 ^ ^ . ^ P ^ f f l | ' ^ ^ ^ B ^ | m m g ' ^ ^ E004 Read ing Blaster Ages 6 _ 9 
^ ^ ^ 1 , P ^ j ^ j j | m ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « Students read words in context, practise 
^ ^ H (f""^^^T^^ l ^ ^ ^ y j B j U ^ H j | j j ^ H | | ^ ^ | spelling and improve reading comprehension. 
^ ^ 1 ^ ^ " " ^ 夕 P ^ ^ ^ ^ ? B E005 Read ing Blaster Ages 9 - 12 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ 1^ _^^w" — _  ^^ 1 «;>—、，.— "„!_i_j;gm<^yy_«y,___ _ ^^ 1 *"* 
^ ^ ^ 1 Cv7f S2^^ ^^^^^|^jjj^j^^j^jjj^j^| Students learn to read for details, find the 
^ ^ ^ 1 V ^ “ _ ^ main ideas, make inferences, draw 
^ ^ ^ 1 (^P4_ § 3 ^ conclusions, build vocabulary and much 
^ ^ ^ 1 ^ - ^ _ - ^ more. 
^ ^ H E006 J umpS t a r t Kindergarten Read ing 
^ ^ m E007 J umpS t a r t 1st Grade Read ing E008 Alphabet Blocks 
^ ^ M E009 Beginn ing Read ing 
• ^ ^ ^ ⑨ taf^ ^ 
• ^ M g ^ j ® 
^ ^ ^ 1 In Kindergarten Reading, students learn to 
^ ^ ^ g differentiate letters, practise phonics and build In Alphabet Blocks, and Beginning Reading 
| ^ ^ H words. In 1st Grade Reading, students learn children learn letter names, sound/symbol 
^ ^ H spelling, parts of speech, synonyms and antonyms, relationships, decoding and matching, identify 
^ ^ ^ 1 comprehension and more. phonic sounds and develop pre-reading skills. 
^ ^ m uMA ^ ,, D j T • ^ j T Teacher Editions of Kid Phonics, the Reading Blaster 
^ M 舰 0 Muppet ,s : Read, L i s t e n a n d L e a m _ series, the JumpStart series. Alphabet Blocks and 
^ ^ H E011 Muppe t ' s : B e g i n n i n g to Read ( ^ G - P 2 ^ Beginning Reading contain： 
^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^~- -^"^" 2 title CDs and teacher resource materials. 
^ ^ ^ ^ H j s ! ^ j ^ ' t o ' ^ 
^ ^ H W r ^ • In Read, Listen & Learn, the 
^ ^ 1 H f S t e ^ ' . Muppets teach children the E012 Ba i l c v ' s B o o k HoUSC r"""^7T~"^ 
^ H H 3 t t ^ ^ - ^ - skills ofobject recognition and V _ _ ^ 
^ H K ^ ^ ' i ^ differentiation. ^ .i , . . , . ^  
^ ^ H c H ^ B i | M j v lBPiBMil Bailey and his friends encourage 
^ ^ H ^ ^ B j H ^ In Beginning To Read, | H ^ B children to begin a lifelong love 
^ ^ H ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ children discover the way U ^ ^ B | of reading. Every word on 
^ ^ ^ H ^ f f l n l h p letters and sounds can be used H | H ^ H screen is spoken and supported 
^ ^ ^ 1 to form words. H|j||jj[H| by lively graphics and 
1 ^ ^ ^ ——___^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ animation. 
^ 1 Eoi3 Stanley's Sticky Stories C ^ ^ ^ 
^ 1 A fun-filled programme that strengthens children's ffhcjol Edmons of Bailey Book House and 
^ 1 reading skills and gives children the power to f ^ " ® ^ ^ Stl^y Stories contain： 
m M build interactive stories that come to life right on 1 title CD-ROM and Teacher's Guide. 
^ ^ U screen. 
Eoi4 P. B. Bear's Birthday P a r t y , , ^ r r ^ My First Reading A d v e n t u r e ^ _ R 
^ , ( K G - P 2 ) E0l5 I W a n t t o R e a d 0 ^ " 0 £ » 
「：—厂〈.5::::-[二二:.:二二：::.:::：:::::-..-.-. ~"-"""^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ & % V ^ ^ K 
E E S r ^ % l K An enjoyable learning | ™ ^ ^ ^ E016 Now I ,m Read ing | 3 
^ ^ ™ ^ A S ^ ^ experience! Pictures come l W ^ t f J — — — • > ^u ^ wSm-
^ ^ i ^ ^ alive as the story is read \ ^ | 1 | ^ / ： | These two programmes U 
— - ^ m S m out and children supply the \ ^ M t % lbV teach key readmg skills, | ^ 
^ L _ missing words. S ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ f i ^ ^? . • 
^ — i - J h ^ x motivate children to read B M B 
_;^J l i^EJ and continue achieving. ^ S K 
Eoi71 Love Spelling ^^^^^"y^^ ^ | 
^^]^g!| ^ ^— E0i8 Carmen Sandiego Word Detective p 9 
|j|^j|^|^ A 5,000-word database carefully ^^_^_^^^；^"»==»»«5&；；^ B Z f l 
roy|^E graded to suit the spelling I ^ ^ ^ ^ B f t CP4 & up J ^ J ^ 
i i i i problemsof7-12year-olds. W M ^, ^ T ^ ^ 雄 
[ ； ， … ‘ 一 — 由 一 ^ K ^ ^ % ^ ^ Students encounter | ^ ^ g i 
^ | 9 n | ^ | activities covering parts of | ^ ^ H 
Eoi9 Word Muncher Deluxe ^ ^ ^ H speech, subject-verb • 
P3 s2 X B g j ^ ^ | p agreement, prefixes and ^ ^ H 
P suff ixes- • 
Help the hungry munchers make School Edition contains: ^ H 
their way around a board by 1 title CD-ROM and Teachers Guide with ^ H 
feasting on words containing curriculum matrix, lessons focusing on vocabulary ^ ^ ^ 
target vowel sounds. development, student tutorial, and a bonus book. ^ ^ M 
E020 SuperSolvers Spellbound ^ ^ r « ^ » ^ ^ H 
_—r®"" E02i SuperSolvers Midnight Rescue C ^ “ ^ ^ ^ B 
i S ^ ' _ — «0«=« ^M 
I ^ V ^ Z ^ MBt In Midnight Rescue, students build reading skills e.g. reading for ^ ^ H 
| | g j j j ^ P ^ i ^ g ^ main ideas, recalling key facts, drawing inferences. ^ ^ H 
K f l R ^ H K ^ ^ j M i ^ In Spellbound, students practise word recall, recognition, and ^ ^ H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t e 3 | ^ 8 E differentiation techniques. ^ ^ H 
f ^ B V ^ H 
E022 Spell It Deluxe ^^  & up E023 Ultimate Word Attack ¢ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
Develop sight vocabulary g S B B E = = H ^ H I I H Decipher new words, ^ | 
and editmg skills for | ^ S i i ^ B | I H ^ ^ ^ | develop vocabulary using • 
identifymg errors, apply « » » # « | H | ^ ^ H H dictionary definitions and • 
spellmgrulesN 變 . 0 ^ ^ ^ _ 啊 ^ ^ K Z S contextual clues, learn ^ M 
BZ"— — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B H H pronunciation. ^ ^ H 
P^| I •—«••»"•«•"«»»••#•>««»._•»««• H ^^^^^^^^H 
E024 Ultimate Speed Reader, si & up E025 Grammar Games ( ^ j T & ^ ^ | 
i B f l H H M I I I ^ ox j ‘ Develop proper ‘,- >• _ 一. ~> ***^  ^ ^ H 
iw"i L . juu«^^^M &tudents can import , ,. .,丄.广 ^ I H H 9 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H I ^ ^ ^ H 
= . • 一 , 1 . 丄 丄 punctuation, identify s m f ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ H 
3 their own text as reading n , B | u ^ H i H H ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ H 
. - ^ b sentence fragments and | & ^ ^ ^ ^ K K S ^ ^ H ^ ^ H 
-m m M • • activities, improve ffi^^^^HI^^EH ^ ^ H ： . . i l l | l | | ； • common word usage ^ ^ ^ ^ H I @ K t t f l l i H ^ ^ H ! ^ • l l l l l l l l reading speed, increase , , ^ ^ ^ B ^ @ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ H 
-JMLfJLJi.ffJ|jR. \ r . errors, apply correct verb ^^^BgBQ||^HMin ^ ^ H 
^ i H ^ ^ ^ - 1 ^ ^ ! ^ comprehension. ^sage. B i g M ^ g a ^ M 
T^^5H^^^^^^^^^ H^^ W^*mpflm(^Q|Hy *-^ "^^ *^^-^ _^i' .. ” ‘ . I .n,TniLJMM.7^^,''^bnJ ^^^^^^^^ H^ 
Teacher Editions of Spell It Deluxe, Ultimate Word Attack, Ultimate Speed Reader, Grammar Games contain: ^ H 
2 title CDs and teacher resource materials including lesson plans, thematic units and curriculum guidelines. ^ ^ m 
E026 G l o b a l E n g l i s h R e a d i n g „. „ Develop and improve essential reading and writing ^ H 
r^i u 1 ¥7< 1* 1 0 11* b l&up skills. Include hundreds of worksheets and built-in H H 
E027 Global English Spelling audio dictionary. n 
The Reader Rabbit Series 
C ^ " ^ ^ E028 Reader Rabbit 1 
fm 椒》s3s&ssm ^ • ^ ~ " - ^ Carefully sequenced games help beginning reader to 
I ^pog^ C P3-6 J identify words, spelling patterns, build vocabulary by 
|^^
¢ ^ Rabbitl _ ^ „ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ associating words with pictures and improve memory 
I ^ ~~ "^~ ,'- 二 <^^-^ "^~~~~~\ and concentration. 
^ ^ ¾ ^ t t 2 C>4-sT) 
1 B ^ | [ ' ^ ¾ - 袖 ^ ^ » ^ E029 Reader Rabbit 2 
^ ! ^ ^9BB| te ^|Hn^H| i ^adter 0 Specifically designed to test and motivate young 
* 9||^|||ftfl|' 0 flsW^w^ children to read on their own. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * I <^^Ij^3fcl Develops reading skills such as word building, vowel y j g ^ ^ ^ sounds, w rd concepts, early dicti nary sk lls. ^ ^ H H E030 Reader Rabbit 3 Develop childre 's reading skills while improving th ir writing, voc bul ry nd critical thin i  skills. Reader Rabbit's Interactive Reading Jour ey Giv  children early re ding success. Lay the f un t  for a lifelong love of reading. E031 R ad ng Journ y 1 * Students sound out wo ds, learn phonics, read [ 广 ： ^ ^ ^ E032 Read ing Jour ey 2 stories and play with beginning letter soun || ) V gSff|i^ | • —-^j^jfj^ ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ Prog es ively more chall ging s o yb oks to _ 夸"Slmc^ Ji^S"' :4'_ V ( P l - 4 j develop rea ing c mpr h on skills. •磁. ‘ j j^ j^ ^ piLl I t t ^gg2j|i o i ^^~ "^~^ ^^ ^ R c d an  Playb ck let tea her and parents ^ H ^ f l l < ^ S S c ^ ^ h a  tud ts read. ^ v H I ^ 9 ^ ^ J ^- ( 2 ¾ ) m ^ ^  Read r R b it's Re ing D vel pment Libra y In e active ook  d s g d to progr s in diff culty as eading ki ls radually d v op. • • — B3s ac:M ( P1 • S1 } f* ^^ ma B^ yifit 5^2^ , V ^ _ ^ ‘ ^ mg  y^^ " “^ ^ 1 ― 丨 • ⑨ ： = f : r j _ _ : : : — 1 — ^ L \ ^ k ^ * * ' ^ C T ^ Jack a d he Beanstalk ^ 1 ^ C ty M u e, Cou ry MouseE035 R ading Deve op e t 3* 2 sto book cl ssic  in ach pr ram e. 3  goo e That Lai e G den Eg , E ch b k is r e d to sp c 5c level f r adin . ^he P mc s h  P a dev l pment, u v cabu y, r mma , fo t, size, and „ ,. ^ car fully l c d if li e sp ch. 6 K m  l n  4T r ffer nt ch rac ers ll ea h story f om th ir wn n Mipoi ts of vi w to help tud n e thi g f m ff rent T Ugly D lin  sp ctiv .
The Little Planet Literacy Series ^ M 
⑨ B L J B e I 
钃 w 1 
E037 The Ribbit Collection E038 The Glowbird Collection CcH 
Vol. 1 The Anchor Story Vol. 1 The Anchor Story W ^ M 
The Little Planet and the Magic Hats The Little Planet and the Glowbird r ^ | 
Vol. 2 Thematic Short Stories Vol.2 Thematic Short Stories K f l 
The Emperor's New Clothes, The Cougar and Senor Anansi and the Turtle, The Lion and the Mouse, and R H 
Coyote, and Chicken Little The Pelican and the Squirrel E j ^ B 
Vol. 3 Reading Skill Builders Vol. 3 Reading Skill Builders K M 
20 books titles covering long and short vowels, 20 ReadAlong book titles featuring characters from ^ ^ H 
Dolch word list and special SingAlong songs The Little Planet and the Glowbird ^ ^ H 
Vol. 4 Creating Original Books Vol. 4 Creating Original Books ^ H 
Include 3 story-starters: Baldy's Great Adventure, Include 3 story-starters: Ibby Bibby, All Mixed Up, ^ ^ H 
Sniraffe Sails Away, and Leaver and the Hightops and The Great Big Hole ^ ^ ^ H 
School Editions of Ribbit Collection and Glowbird Collection contain： ^ ^ H 
CD-ROMs of the Anchor Story and all other titles, instructional CD-ROM, Teacher's Guide with blackline ^ ^ M 
masters, lesson plans, assessment materials. ^ ^ ^ B 
E039 Owly-Bear's First Stories ( ^ ^ a T ^ The Adventures of Muzzy ( < ^ ^ 7 ^ ^ H 
lSfl H 镇 B. L^  ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ E040 Muzzy at the Seaside ^^^^iLLl^ ^ ^ M 
‘ k 1 ^ 5 ^ = = = 1 - i _ 蘭 Muzzy attheDiseo • 
j M r S ' ' ZZ students practice with | ^ ? ^ ^ - « = = » ~ ： Provide stimulating ^ H 
^ | ^ k k ^ | ^ M sequencing and retelling I ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ¾ ! environment in which ^ ^ B 
| ^ B | ^ 5 3 , skills. J ^fflff l M i B B B children develop language ^ ^ M 
* w v 9 @ B * ^ B ^ ^ 8 and early learning skills. In ^ ^ H 
School Edition of Owly Bear contains： | | E B B a H the Record Studio, children ^ ^ H 
CD-ROM ofthe four stories: Owly's First Stories, ^ M B H I ^ read and tape the story. The ^ ^ M 
Brigette, Ferdinand the Bull, and The Blueberry Pie, BIG Muzzy game board ^ ^ H ： 
and teacher's guide. allows up to 4 players. ^ ^ H 
E042 Gregory & the Hot Balloon E044 The Story of Creation C ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 
E043 Darby the Dragon ^-^^-_ ^ ^ f ^ 0^45 Daniel in the Lion's Den ^ H 
V w J S ^ ^-^"^ ^ S B a S l C , - ， a „ e s • 
^ K t i i f ^ ^ B S W l Read how Gregory and his P K s H l T - | ^ 1 ^nd original music take ^ H 
m ^ S T M C ^ ^ m pet lizard return home after ^ * ^ ® ^ | F ^ l j J children on a biblical ^ ^ 
r ^ P S p ^ S i ~ | their hot air balloon gets r ^ ' o H journey back to the ^ ^ M 
• ^ ¾ m m m m m blownoffcourse. t ^ f , J l m ^ creation of life and meet ^ ^ M 
^dlijj|||^j|| the brave Daniel. ^ ^ ^ | 
Help Darby, the friendly Dragon Prince to find a ^ ^ H 
special portion to save his sister Sparkle. ^ ^ H 
The Enid Blyton Series ps - s3 ^ ^ 
^ , •• , , ” ^ ^ E048 Five On A Treasure Island ^ H 
Children's Favourites ( f ^TT^ E049 Five Go To Smuggler's Top ^ M 
E046 Little Red Riding Hood ^ - E050 Five Fall Into Adventure H B 
E047 Goldilocks and the Three Bears ^ Q 
]})fU3 ^ t ^ < ' ^ ^ r 
Interactive story books students will enjoy again and again! 
I ® 我 纛 
^Sp j ^ " ^ ¾ ¾ iB|^ 
|^
a ¾ ^ E052 Arthur 's ^ „ , . … „ ^ l ^ ^ _ ^ 
J B L Teacher Trouble E053 Litt le Monster 、 0 ^ t T t T T I L TVT n at Scho l ^ ^ ^ by Marc Br wn by Merc r Meyer E054 R u f f s Bone E051 Harry and j the Haunted House 4 ^ C ^by March Schlichting ® P ^ # ^|L 6 The Tortoise & ^ W ^ j U ^ ^ t Hare ( j J ^ J ^ W ^ J ^ by Aesop's FablE055 New K i d on the Block ^ ¾ ^ Each Living Books School Edition contains： by Jack Prelutsky | j ^ ^ • ^ title CD-RO  and p int version of the ti le ^ ^ K ^ Lesso  plans focu ing o  language arts, math, science, mu ic, soc al studies and dr ma E057 The B r e n s t a i n Bears A themati  unit with ugg ted activi i for Ge  in a Fight bo on and o f the comput rby Sta & Jan B renstain Pages of repr ducibl handoutsB nus book r a d o casset  o  r l ed subj cts The Living ooks Frameworks C p u ^ ^V o L m T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 鳥 ， 059 Fram workj : = n d m & M e ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ f f l S ^ ^ ^ f S ^ X n s t e r a  S hool Arthur'sTe e Tr uble ' ^ 1 f ^PWO Arthur's Birthday Tortoise nd t e i P ^ — * ? * ^ l | ^ ^ B J g  H rry an  H untedB ~ l # l 1 ^ 1 1 B ^ -Each Liv g Books Fram work contain ： • CD-ROMs n pri  v sions f 4 title £ 60 Th Liv i g B oks b oks Framework L brary i . sie s pl s fo e c p gram Incl d s Frameworks I & II，pluti unit f r ach tit  ith uggest d addition l CDs of th ei h  ti les,acti iti s f r b n a d ff he computer Practic l suggestio s fro teac ers who useLiving Book in h ir cl ss ooms A Fram w Ov rvi discussion of reading, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^w ting and t chn logy in th  gr t d ^ ^ ^||| mHP||P|P||| |||^languag r s la sroom B ^ E B 3 j 2 3 ^ ^ ^ kag of rep o uc ble i ag  f m he bo ks ^ ^ F• B n s b ks r d a se te o r l t d B B B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ subjects
C 5 ^ U W ^ 5 韻 夠 ㈣ 圏 
Interactive story books students will enjoy again and again! B | 
,\ E062 Arthur's Birthday E 3 
E061 Sheila Rae, the Brave r^ ：;；^^ ^；^ ^ ^ by Marc Brown W m 
by Kevin Henkes - ^ _ i M ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ^ K 3 
f ^ m A . E063 Arthur's Reading | Q 
W l R a c e 國 
m ^ by Marc Brown » ^ | 
A E 3 
身 Y 0 M 
by Mercer Meyer ( ¾ gp V < 4 ^ W ^ 
— — 轆 m t # 链 ： I 
Bears in the Dark j K ^ ^ E066 Green Eggs & • 
by Stan & Jan Berenstain flBy-|^ H a m ^ H 
^ ^ by Dr. Seuss ^068 Dr. Seuss's ABC • 
by Dr. Seuss ^ H 
E069 Stel la luna | 0 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
一 ” W I 
--,xr, -• •.： . ...I .,t I ., I u_imu_j ij-wm'-uu.im Ji. . jt .^~,. .,. .,，., , ’ .. , , . ^ .^ ,、^ ..«-—.f„..””.》.,..,,.-rn ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ M 
Living Books Libraries C ^ ^ ^ f ^ f ^ H 
E070 Arthur Adventures Library t S B ^ ^ ^ ^  _» ^ | 
Arthur's Teacher Trouble ^ M ^''' ^^' SeUSS Library • 
Arthur's Birthday Deluxe ^ ^ C Dr. Seuss's ABC ^ M 
Arthur's Reading Race J j ^ Green Eggs and Ham ^ M 
¢ ^ ^ ^ W The Cat in the Hat ^ | 
Delightful stories which provide j 3 g -^i^^w^^ ^ ^ | 
hours of fun and learning for *^ tg jK|t^ ^ ^ | 
young students. This collection 2 ^ ^ ^ C ^ ^ ^ M 
includes the complete School | ^ P W p This Dr. Seuss collection introduces the ^ M 
Editions of the three titles. ^ ^ ^ ^ alphabet, explore rhythming words, build ^ M 
phonics and spelling skills. Students will ^ ^ B 
enjoy hours of fun with the whimsical ^ ^ B 
^^^^^^^^MM||H|M|^^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
^ ^ g g m U m i i m i ^ l ^ l l ^ ^ humour of Dr. Seuss as their guide. ^ ^ B 
^ H B B P ^ I 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E073 Living Books Library #2 ^ H 
Shelia Rae ^ ^ H 
E072 Living Books Library #1 Just Grandma and Me ^ ^ H 
Stellaluna Harry and the Haunted House ^ ^ H 
Little Monster at School New Kid on the Block ^ ^ H 
The Tortoise and the Hare ^ ^ M 
Ruffs Bone H | 
ra ^ r J R t a g i c 2 a f e ^ ^ ^ 
a l ^ ^ ^ " " m T c ^ 
M Journey the World Through Magic Tales! ^ — — ^ 
E J Each of the six Magic Tales interactive storybooks builds reading skills while exposing students to 
E a universal life lessons like courage, responsibility, kindness to others and perseverance. 
^ E074 Collection 1 M I H I M I H H H M E075 Collection 2 
ra Baba Yaga & the Magic ^ ^ ^ | ^ Q 7 f H | R ^ P f f ^ Liam Finds a Story 
m S t Geese H | [ ^ P | B 9 | f l D ^ ^ j ^ a (An Irish Folk Tale) 
m m (A Russian Folk Tale) H H H E f l M | j M M j T ^ f ^ M Sleeping Cub's Test of 
^ 1 Imo and the King B f f ^ f f ^ l H | B ^ W | | B Courage 
M (AnAfrican Folk Tale) B M i : , l M ^ M f f l f t B g (An American Folk Tale) 
n = ? Li t t le Samurai jeacher Editions of the Magic Tales contain： The Princess & the Crab 
•M (A Japanese Folk Tale) 2 title CD-ROMs and teacher resource materials. (An Italian Folk Tale) 
1 ^ Dynamic Classics 
b 3 More than just tell a story, Dynamic Classics emphasise comprehension-based tasks and 
^ H exercises as a means to develop key skills and promote long-term learning. • • ④ 
E。77 H o o d B H H H ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
^ 1 E076 Alice in Wonderland E078 A Christmas ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
^ M Carol ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " 
^ M E079 Round the World 
^ M Active Books in Eighty Days 
^ H Clear narration, adjustable reading speeds, graphics, concept 
^ 1 maps, and sentence sequencing exercises will enable students to 
^ H . improve their listening, reading and comprehension skills. ^ 
• —— E084 Read On! Plus 
• . 4 U ^ ^ C P 5 - S 3 j ^ i ^ ^ S4&up 
I i _ _ R d 圓 
• E080 Five ^1 叫 1 1 ¾ ¾ ^ E083 Abena and ^ ,. 
• T M : s fo7ind S r _ c - i the Roek ^ ^ . ^ - ^ 
^ 1 £081 The Snowbal l Rent E082 Jus t a Pi le of Rice uses texts from famous authors 
^ H on important events and topics. 
^M Asian Folktales 广 ^ 
• | | H B | I E : J : = = i s ^ ^ 屬 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ 1 H ^ ^ ^ H R ： ^ ^ ^ ¾ ! fl^ffl||>^S Exciting stories adapted from popular 
^ 1 | ^ ^ f i i 9 ^ m C S m ! 3 B l K I ^ S storybooks. The literaryjourney 
• t ^ B ^ ^ a ^ 4 ff«BW I P m p ^ a B comes with 3 modes oflearning: 
^ 1 tTAoro U u J 9 B 9 B J f c u f i r ^ ' S R M Read and listen to the story 
• E085 f oh r ab and M ^ g g f E087 The S u n K i n g / Play fun and exciting games 
W M us u m |^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ;;;;5i;e_MJ The Chess Player Discover interesting facts about Asia i 
The Math Blasters Series . 
B*nn>!3l__>>>^ KG - P1 日 
i U i j K | ^ ^ ^ M002 Ages 6 - 9 ^^ “ ^  3 
| | k ^ | ^ _ ^ ^ ' ^ J « K l B S E E E E B H Math Blaster Ages 6-9 practises addition, subtraction, j J 
| ^ | ^ | | | | ^ g m | B l ^ y W M ' S J multiplication，division, fractions, decimals and ^ 
| j ^ ^ H I B ^ ^ ^ H H ^ H : | ] i l ; ^ 3 percents. 3 
^ ^ ^ 9 H M S ^ S y l l i i 3 i a f l LJv h P4-6 M003Ages9- 12 3 
P W _ _ _ | w g | m ^ g g ^ g M MathBlasterAges9-12 3 
MOOl Ages 4 - 6 B D j O M ^ ^ I B H ^ j K ^ P B ^ 8 ^ ^ ^ 5 C T practises addition, 9 
^ H f l J l n M M k i t j l subtraction, multiplication, ^ H 
Math Blaster Ages 4-6 teaches math essentials: M H H H H H W g B division with two and three ^ M 
numbers and shapes, add, subtract and calculate, « ? » " " " 1 8 1 3 operands, building equations ^ | 
and develop problem-solving, reasoning and B E H B H f f l H B B H I using place value, etc. ^ H 
thinking skills. ^ |M 
M004 Ma th Blaster: Pre-Algebra M005 Ma th Blaster: A l g e b r a M006 Ma th Master: Geometry ^ H 
H | j | H j H H | ^ m PS_S2 i,. i^ . . . „ . ^ Sl_3 W ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ M M S3&up ^ ^ 
圓 國 國 I 
SkiJls supported: estimate in word Skills supported: learn points, Skills supported- find ordered S 
problem contexts, compute with distance formulas, slopes, lin^s pa^ on S ^ ^ ^ ^ B 
-hole numbers, fractions, decimals, and planes, inductive and Z b m e f n d 1 r p l i ^ , e 1 = ' • 
mtegers and rational numbers, deductive skills, geometric fra^tTon' solve Hnear and 國 
; S = n t s ， — - = : — - b 。 l s and 二 二 = ^ 
P1 - 3 M007 Ma th Blaster 1 M008 Ma th Blaster 2 P3 - 6 ^ ^ 
Skills supported: add, 0 ^ B B B B F ^ ^ ^ ^ " > > ^ ^ ^ ^ Skills supported: add, ^ J 
subtract, multiply and | B n p M | | B « M g j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | subtract, multiply and ^ | ^ | 
divide, fractions, make M i B f R T T I ^ H H H H E H ^ H divide, solve one-, two-, y ^ ^ 
conversions among ffK| ：! ： I ； I \「; 1 « | | B B ^ ^ 9 9 | H three-digit number problems, 養參3 
fractions, decimals and | m ^ ^ ^ ^ s H W K ^ ^ B ^ K ^ ^ m calculate percentages, think jjjj^f 
percents. u B H l i f l B B B H B B I H I logically. B B 
M009 J umpS t a r t 1st MOlO J umpS t a r t 2nd M011 M a t h f o r t h e ^ 1 
Grade Ma th KG-P1 Grade Ma th p2.3 Real World P3&up • 
^ H H B . i E M I 
^ M ^ M ^ ® I 
I I K M J ^ g f g — H ^ ^ m | | S | m r T i i i f i i i B i ^ ^ 5 3 ^ 1 
Skills supported: count by 2s，5s Skills supported: addition Skills supported: build word-problem- ^ H 
and 10s，add, subtract small and subtraction, basic solving skills with everyday math ^ H 
numbers, perform simple fractions, multiplication, geometric situations, develop awareness of ^ H 
leam width and measurement, shapes, patterns, word math usage in the real world, read ^ H 
practise telling time. problems. charts, think logically. ， ^ H 
Teacher Editions of the Math Blaster series. Jumpstart series and Math for the Reai World contain- • 
2 title CDs and teacher resource materials with lesson plans, thematic units and curriculum guidelines. Q 
Moi2 James Discovers M0i3 Math Workshop M0i4 Maths Rabbit 
Math D e h ^ e ^ ^ Deluxe KG-i 
ffl^^ ^ P ^ ^m 
• = J ^ m i Maths . .. tti^Hfl^HI 
9 DMvfcMath \ J ^ 9 Uh。p j p M ^ ^ ^ ^ B B 
^
Skills supported: addition and Skills supported: addition, subtraction, | | | ^ p B B B M B B 
subtraction, number recognition multiplication and division, 
and counting, estimation and equivalencies and estimation, Skills supported: counting and 
measurement, pattern matching, fractions, decimals, percents, scale and number patterns, adding and 
telling time, spatial visualisation, symmetry, spatial orientation and subtracting, matching numbers 
shape recognition. patterning. to sets of objects and equations, 
identifying equalities and 
School Editions of James Discovers Math and Math Workshop contain： inequalities. 
1 title CD and Teacher's Guide with curriculum matrix, blackline masters, 
technical tips, ready-to-use lessons plans and bonus resources. 
M0i5 Mighty Maths Carnival Countdown 
Moi6 Mighty Maths Number Heroes M。i7 Millie's Math House 
織二 ％|圓•？:瞧；‘ 
^ s r - , g B i M 聖二 '：^ av— 
pattern recognition, | M ^ e 、 ^ ^ ^ geometry, Skills supported: numbers, 
eaHy logic. n n B H ^ M V^J_^_^^^^ probability. shapes, patterns, sequencing. 
School Editions of Millie's Math House, Mighty Maths Carnival Countdown and Number Heroes contain： 
1 title CD-ROM and Teacher's Guide 
Moi8 Coco's Math Project 1 M020 Coco's Math Machines Part 1 
M0i9 Coco's Math Project 2 Mandarin M021 Coco's Math Machines Part 2 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ version mr^mm-mmmm^^^i . ^ - — ^ 
m | ^ B available M / ^ ^ ^ ^ M | | C ^ ^ ^ 
_ 1 B i ^ S i ^ ^ P r i l ^ tt^^^@ Theprogrammechallenges 
H ^ f l B | ^ g ^ f f l O B s M V ^ ^ l y r y y B M f K r ^ students to analyse problems 
^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ * ¾ ! |U|^i4B^HD|||| and apply Maths concepts to 
E ^ H B H B H f f i solve problems and win the 
: j Recommended by the Singapore Ministry of competitions. 
！ Education, Cocoa Math Project 1 & 2 teach 
‘:,1 children elementary maths concepts: Numbers, 
: j Sets, Shapes, Weight, Money, Measurements, Z a r c ' s M a t h s A d v c n t u r e 
~ Supermath. ,_,. _ (；?4^6^ 
w^g^^Eaei^' ^^-Szy 
gMSMpfe^MMmyp 
Dorling Kindersley Maths Series J J ^ ^ g m E ^ M025 P4A Maths 
MO22 My First Maths Adventure 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ J Q | 二 ^ p ^ ? Maths 
= n = u n : i n g KG-P2) 1 ^ 1 1 ^ 1 = 二 二 ： 
_ 廳 3 MyFirstMathsAdventure 2 — MG29 P6 Maths 
^ ^ Adding & Subtracting 
^ ^ 1 M024 I Love Maths Topics covered: Factions, decimals, operations of 
H | P4 - 6 decimals, average, solid figures, volume. 
m 
M030 Operation Neptune M03i Algebra 1 R s 
( P5 - S 3 ) 1 ^ 1 
P5_S2 M ^- msBSEsm ^ ^ ^ ^ r a ^ e ^ g V_ . 夕 K H 
Skills supported: algebra 1 J ^ ^ ^ R K S H ToP^ cs included: equations, E 3 
and equations, ^ J ^ • M H i i • ~ l i t i e s polynomials, K « 
measurement concepts in | | a ^ J • H H S statistics and probability. W S m 
area, distance, volume, M jpBWpB ™ ^ _ J ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
data interpretation, etc. \jgmim^- B s ^ | 
FutureGraphSeries FutureGraphHomeTeachers ( J ^ W 
M033 Advanced Ar i thmet ic ^ ^ H 
M032 f(g) Scholar M034 Pre-Algebra H W E — ^ | 
( 删 糾 _ 广 丨 M035 Algebra [ l H H | ^ | 
< ; S & t t & J S3&up M036 Geometry 丨 _ 酬 | | 1 ^ | 
5 3 ； --] M037 Trigonometry ) ,丨‘^|^|| ^ H 
: ¾ , ! ^ ^ ¾ ^ f(g) Scholar gives teachers M038 Pre-Calculus g ^ ^ ^ | ^ | 
^ m ' p ^ and students a tool that is a M039 Calculus ^ ^ H H ^ H 
S ^ H GraphingCalculator a M040 Statistics ® ™ ™ • 
W m i . ¾ ¾ Spreadsheet, and a Drawing ^ ^ ^ | 
1 ^ ¾ ^ ¾ . ¾ ¾ package. FG Home Teachers provide teachers, ^ ^ M 
^ ‘ ‘ “ ^ students with excellent learning tools to learn ^ ^ ^ | 
math concepts and skills. ^ ^ H 
Future Graph Personal Professors ^ H 
• _ ’ ^ | 園 ^ • 
^ ^ ¾ ¾ k i ^ i S ^ _ _ ^ ^ t : FG Personal Professors are an H 
p"|^*yi|i^^Uii g|^i;9^^J^n!S^、 %-^pr 1^ *“—¥—.说^ ^^  -^-— interactive math series that includes step- ^ ^ H 
S £ ^ r ^ K K " ^ n .-.~^ *^ ^ ^ ¢ ^ by-step instruction, animated examples and ^ ^ H 
J ^ ^ ^ ^ W | B p ^ B S p i | ^ . ^ . . i C T ^ I exercises to help students master Math ^ ^ H 
^^lj^JpjSfc^.- .--r.^WBE " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j^'^ '-^pt*T- concepts and skills. ^ ^ ^ | 
M041 Ar i thmet ic M044 Geometry M047 Calculus ^ H 
M042 Pre-Algebra M045 Trigonometry M048 Statistics ^ H 
M043 Algebra 1 & 2 M046 Pre-Calculus M049 SAT Ma th ^ H 
M050 The Tabletop(Junior and Senior) Mosi The Cruncher ( ^ J ^ ^ • 
H» ^ B Tabletop Junior P4-S6 • ^ | 
^ ^ n introduces key math c ^ ^ ^ M The Cruncher is an easy-to-use ^ ^ 
^ P i concepts including data V ^ H spreadsheet with interactive ^ m 
H m visualization, statistics, ^ ^ H multimedia tutorials . ^ m 
^ H sorting and graphing. H U 9 | | Teacher Edition contains： ^ M 
The Tabletop Senior can be used in ^ B i H ^ title CDs and teacher resource • 
mathematics and any subjects to explore and ^ ^ ^ ^ materials with lesson plans. • 
analyse data. ^ ^ H 
School Edition contains： „ ^ H 
1 title CD and Teacher's Guide with activities G l o b a l M a t h s “ ^ U 
to build skills such as comparing, recording, M054 Numbers and Algebra Ages 5-12 ^ | 
organising, graphing. M055 Numbers and Algebra Ages 10-15 ^ M 
S3 ^ M056 Data Handling，Shapes and Space ^ H 
M052 M a t h M a s t e r Global Maths is divided into multiple discrete ^ | 
Covers Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry. learning units which are explained and ^ H S4 . s illustrated using audio, graphics and animation. ^ ^ | M053 GCSE Revise CD - Maths Q 
H n M057 The Logical Journey of M058 Strategy Games of the World 
_ " ^ " — ⑨ mm ⑨ 
I ^ H • 
| ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | H ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ ^ B K ^ ^ ^ B«Ms Ad*med Kitb m m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g m j ^ M ^ 
1 ^ ^ ^ g L o q k a l J m y I ^ ^ H ^ 9 
^ K | Skills supported: identifying attributes, data Helps students discover patterns and sequences, 
K M sorting and ordering, hypothesis testing, statistics predict outcomes, test hypotheses, synthesise 
H ^ H and algebraic thinking, set theory. information. 
E l SchoolEditlon contains： School Edition contains： 
U H 1 title CD and Teacher s Guide with curriculum i title CD and Teacher's Guide with teaching 
^ ^ Z | matrix, lessons and activities, bonus resource of ideas 
^ ! " 4 overhead transparencies of puzzles. 
^ 0 M059 The Time Wrap of Dr. Brain (^^^1^；^ M060 The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain 
| ^ K * f l Students get an amazing flBHHHEsi^Hi | ^ H | B | B H B | i H | 〜 „ 
K a mental workout as they B B I ^ K i E l ^ K ^ ^ 9 B Challenge students to 
m ^ solve interactive puzzles, ^ H | H H I ^ M M T H so ve hundreds of 
• • replicate and design ^ ^ ^ ^ M i 9 K R I S P ; M mteractive puzzles 
^ H melodies, programme ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H | ^ 9 | | ^ | | | involving language, logic, 
^ H traffic lights, read sign | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M B H ^ ^ ^ ^ M music, art, physics, 
^ H languagem ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ B E B chemistryandmore. 
^ ^ H School Editions of the Dr. Brain series contains： 
^ ^ ^ 1 2 title CD-ROMs and teacher resource materials. 
^ M Thinkin' Things 1 - 3 
^ ^ H ( K G -P2^ Cantonese 
^ ^ M ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ m \ - 广 ^ version M061 T h i n k i n ' Th ings 1 
^ ^ H I B E H ^ d C ^ ^ - ^ ) available Strengthens children's observation and memory, improve 
^ ^ H M ^ B i : - l problem solving, encourage creativity and build thinking 
^ ^ H B # W T ^ BBPf f lD f i ^ ^ ~^  skills essential to many subject disciplines. 
• ^ 3 ¾ i ^ f e r ? ^ ^ 
^ M ' ^ ^ ^ i K P p K ^ - — — ^ M062 Think in ' Things 2 
^ ^ H Z r ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ f J ^ ^ S S ^ M g ^ M i ^ ^ Strengthens children's auditory and visual memory, 
^ ^ H 一 ^ p j ^ ! ^ j i ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ S H ^ H creativity, visual thinking and problem solving skills. 
^ ^ H fc6j^'^^*-|LQSB||H 
^ H 5^-."/.,.»-- - a l j W M M063 Think in ' Things 3 
^ ^ H B M R R B i Improve deductive and inductive reasoning, synthesis 
^ ^ H ^ H m U H l l I and analysis and problem-solving skills. 
^ ^ 1 School Editions of the Thinkin' Things series contain： 
^ ^ H 1 title CD and Teacher's Guide with teaching ideas. 
^ H M064 Mission: T.H.I.N.K. (^^p3^^^ 
^ ^ H w E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Build thinking and decision making ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ j jBBKf fS|m-^S skills, learn to organise information, ^^|||PiP|P^||PPP|j|||^^ 
^ ^ H B j ^ B 8 j ^ | K w 1 H plan ahead, set goal, categorise and ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ S i H H I ^ | compare, understand cause and ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V 
^^M ^ A g | ^ ^ H p H | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
sooi Light and Sound soo3 The Incredible Machine y S 
S( ^ 3 ^ soo2 The Way Things Work | j ^HKTLA| ^ $ ^ " $ ) _ 
@ f S S E H E ] ^ S CP3and^ H P f 6 E H | P E 9 
^^¾ s™ I 
Introduces the principles of M ^ ^ f f i ^ ^ O Students learn physics and ^ H 
science and technology: spectrum, M M ^ m S ^ ^ M mechanics, develop pattern ^ H 
optical illusions, speed of sound, ^ ^ ™ ^ " ™ ™ recognition, guess and test, build ^ H 
glass harmonica, stringed Students learn about everyday logical and reasoning skills in this ^ ^ H 
instruments and many more. machines, materials and most critically acclaimed invention ^ ^ H 
properties as they study game of all time. ^ ^ H 
e • „ electricity, light, and sound. Teacher Edition contains： • 
S004 Science Blaster Jr . 2 title CDs and teacher resource ^ U 
•
^ - - ~ ^ materials. ^ H 
^^^_JL_^ soo5 School House Science ^ H 
soo6 S a m m y ' s Science H o u s e ^ H 
ra— r^zTT) ^ ^ r ^ ^ • 
Mta ( ^ ^ lA l l r i t e ^ - - 1 1 - ^ t S S S l M Cantonese ^ H 
Skills supported: build logic and ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f g R g W ^ version ^ ^ m 
thinking skills, examine properties | ^ 0 1 9 ^ ^ | 1 W m u H available ^ H 
of materials, develop a context of | ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ H 
pl，ce，time, and physical Skills supported: acquire Helps students explore H 
interactions. advance knowledge of the fundamental scientific processes. ^ M 
Teacher Editions of Science planets，discover facts of animal skills supported： observing, ^ ^ R 
Blaster Jr. and School House diversity, learn about life cycle sorting, comparing and ’ ^ ^ | 
Science contain： and ecosystems, gravity and the sequencing, problem solving. ^ H 
2 title CDs and teacher resource properties of heat, light and c ^ ^ ^ „ . •，、— u c u , ^ H 
materials. electricity. ^ammy s Sc ence House School • 
Edition contains： ^ ^ g 
1 title CD and Teacher's Guide. ^ H 
soo7 A.D.A.M. ^ H 
The Inside Story '97 soo8 A.D.A.M. Essentials '98 H 
| A | J t ¢ 5 ) H ^ ^ S3&up S009 B o d y W o r k s 6 .0 H 
^Kld B^^l s3&up mA • 
A multimedia journey into the The A.D.A.M. Essentials ‘98 bundle | K | | w | | ^ H 
secrets of the human body. contains: ^ H ^ ^ ^ R ^ ^ B 
A.D.A.M. Inside Story School ' ^ ^ The Inside Story ‘97 l ^ " J P • 
Edition contains： " The Cardiovascular System • ™ * • 
1 title CD and Teacher's Guide , ^ , , , 、丁 , , “„ „ 。 ^ H 
with an introduction to using the A.D_A.M. Essentials School Edition Nominated the Best Reference/ ^ m 
CD in a classroom setting, age- Contains: Information Title", BodyWorks ^ M 
appropriate lesson plans and off- ^ title CD and Teacher's Guide for 6.0 teaches the entire human ^ m 
computer extensions. Forms 3 - 6，which provides body from major organs and ^ H 
classroom activities and systems down to a single cell ^ ^ H 
reproducible worksheets. with vibrant multimedia and an ^ ^ H extensive database. ^ ^ H Future Graph Series H5010 Home Teacher Physics ^' & 叩 S017 Science Master •1  C emi try S014 Biology Clips Physic  ^2 P rson l Professor Physics 5 Chemistry Clips S3 & up C emi ry m m3 C emi try 6 P ysic Biology
B | Two interactive multimedia titles to learn about the environment. 
^ ¾ soi8 Exploring the Nardoo 
MM R^MiK9VnRVMI soi9 Investigating Lake Iluka 
^rM ,^<-5^s^'^'^'^>>sv B ^ 'ifli I ff* Bnay pff ['i*M 
W S a ( S 4 & u p ) H ^ H P i g i l l l l j _ > _ ^ m m ^ ^ ^ 
B ^ B ^-^wtawtf*^ ^ ^ r ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ H n(iia?«gfit^ iaTB-^ -^~"^HHiBBIiBH ,z-— -—\\ 
^K^B ^ f K ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^^^^v^]^^H ii^ !fiWMiiSSjiS^ ii^>#^gsffiagsjug^ a^$gj 广 o^ o ^ 
H * f l An imaginary inland river ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B j ^ | | ^ E ^ H b|||Qj|jj|||||j|^ ||jj|jj|y|| V _ ^ 
^ L f l environment to investigate, R 9 j ^ ^ H | i ^ 3 H ^ H H ^ P | s B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H , , , , , 
••邏 H ^ H B P I ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ B • mm ItMBWi^^^^^^^M A simulated lake environment 
• ^ ^ maintain and improve. ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B H K S f E S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I , . ,丄 , , , 
^ r / J B H | ^ ^ ^ ^ g 2 ^ ^ ^ H l | ^ P m ^ ^ ^ | H l f ^ designed to support the 
BMM _gMBlwuB^^^^L-^^D teaching of ecology. 
^ 3 s020 Where in Time is s022 Where in the World is 
Q Carmen Sandiego? s021 Carmen Sandiego Carmen Sandiego? 
^ 9 ^ B 3 B B ^ ^ ^ 5 5 ^ Junior Detective 
• ^ ^ ' ' " • C S ) b | ^ | | c S ) 
^ ^ H A new detective game that ^^B||g^p R^^^^^^H_^=:i_ l 
^ H motivates students to experience Students explore dozens of the world's 
^ 1 history while travelling through -„ . ^ . t。 great cities and diverse cultures while 
^ m time in pursuit of the legendary Helps young students to ； • barmen and her gang 
• Carmen Sandiego and her g a n g . = 『 二 = S = p S = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
• T ^ ^ t ^ ^ = 二 ： 二 geograph^y,electroniedatabase 
^ M world hist=ry problem solving, 【 toeether research, almanac reference, reading 
• = 二 = 二 : ~ ， = t , s = r ; = r = p P = : n ， d — ™ - g , 
^ ^ M School Editions of Carmen Sandiego Junior Detective, World and Time contain： 
^ ^ H 1 title CD and Teacher's Guide with lesson plans, cross-curricular activities, student tutorials, 
^ ^ H blackline masters, Internet resources, and subject-related bonus resources. 
^ H so23 Maps ‘N，Facts s024 Trudy's Time & Place House 
^ 1 (fsi & u p ) ^ _ , . ^ - - - ^ 
• m m m B m m p ^ J ^ k W ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ 1 p ^ - ' ^ ^ ^ f access to hundreds ^ S ^ ^ y t l s ^ ^ 
^ 1 i= . V ^ i # ^ ^ ^ ofmaps andavast U ^ i ^^^f^" 
^ M | ^ ^ £ ^ i ^ ^ ^ database of ^ ^ ^ H available 
| ^ ^H BMl =.- — information. ^ ^ ^ H I ^ P 
M l Maps 'N' Facts School Edition contains： Helps children explore geography and time. 
m m 1 title CD and Teacher's Guide which is Skills supported: time-telling, mapping and 
| | B divided into three sections: The World at directional skills, understanding landmarks, 
n j ^ Large, Regional Differences, and Research Trudy's School Edition contains： 
|^HH Assignments; thirteen activities; blackline 1 title CD and Teacher's Guide. 
^ H H masters; a glossary of geography terms 
« H and a bibliography of student resource 
ffl|H materials. 
• GCSE Revise CD-ROMs 
m m ^ 4 | g | f l p H | p | p ^ S025 GCSE Physics S026 GCSE Chemistry 
^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ p ^ p ^ ^ ^ S027 GCSE Biology S028 GCSE Science 
B B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S029 GCSE Geography 
Children's Picture Dictionaries _^_^ __^ _^ ^^ ^ | l ^ 
More than a dictionary, they are full of fun and games. C ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ to|g 
R001 P lay and Learn P ic ture Dic t ionary R002 My First Incredib le Amaz i ng D ic t ionary ^ | 
Well chosen words 1 | E ' ' ' 3 8 H ifi " "* •: • *"'‘…’？.! ^ ^ H 
illustrated in ten themes H R ^ y ^ . •盧声 0 :二 ^ ‘ Teaches children language in K S 
and organised from A to Z. f M I M ^ j \W • fWyFi.ra Inci^ ible, • ! a fun way using spoken E 9 
Students can read aloud, t ^ M | ^ ' , ' ^ ^ ? a ^ i words, sound effects, • 
record and play back. ^ | i ^ S ^ | 」 中 州 ^ 6 > 〔 Pictures，animation. ^ H 
Reference Libraries ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ 1 
,-..丨,,i.-.„.丄^^^ ( P 4 & u p l ^ H 
ThePuUtKalWurM The?b>McaiWurkl ^"v.,.,^^ ^ * „ / ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
R003 W o r l d i C ^ j ^ | | ^ ^ ^ p ^ ] ^ 1 
R^efereneeAtlas '^^^ j | ! | f ^ ^ ROOSMyFirst • 
.z...^. i . ^ - g ^ ~ — ; j W i V ^ > t A m a z i n g W o r l d ^ M 
|卜卜、 , >州画 | ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ . Explorer • 
F^j^aagggE?;^ ^ ^ H 
R004 Amaz i ng An ima ls ^ ^ M 
CS1 & up ) | ^ ^ i . , - , r - - ^ » 1 [ M M M L ^ ^ » ^ » H ^ ^ 1 
"^"^*^"*"*^  ^3ff j y H K ^ ^ ^ ^ K ^m 
R006 Eyewitness ^ B S S | d l l ^ ^ t M f f i | K y ^ K R007 Eyewitness ^ H 
H i s t o r y o f t h e g H T f l M W ^ B H P S ^ f l | Encyclopedia of Space ^ _ 
World ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 H S | | M B K & the Universe ^ M 
fl^H^^^^^^Hlfl _ ^ R ^ E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ B ^ ^ ^ H 
R008 Eyewitness | H y 9 ^ | H ^ ^ ^ M ^ D R009 Eyewitness ^ M 
Encyclopedia of ^ ^ ^ B K S ^ ^ ^ H ^ B Encyclopedia of ^ M 
Science | | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ N a t u r e • 
^ ^ 2 1 ^ 1 
^ ^ H ^=^^^ ^ " ^ ^ R013 Oxford In teract ive Encyclopedia ^ H 
^ ^ ROlO In foped ia UK Q i f ^ R014 Col l ier Encyclopedia • 
^ P I ^ R015 The Complete Reference Col lect ion ^ H 
R016 Mosby's Medical Encyclopedia ^ H 
R011 Compton ' s In teract ive Encyclopedia R017 Nat iona l Geograph ic (1988-98) ^ H 
R012 Compton 's Interact ive Wor ld Atlas R018 Br i t ann ica CD ^ H 
Keyboarding ^ H 
i ^ ^ M 2 i m ^ 1 
^ ^ ^ p ^ S > ( ¾ ) • 网 • 
M s i s * n i ^ I 
i a r V V ^ N ^ . N r I i ^ g ^ m m ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 應 Ul t raKey ^ M 
KOOl K i d Keys ^ ^ ^ , , ^ , 1：^^1〒£"三三$?^ ^ ^ " " ^ ™ • 
K002 J u m p s t a r t 二 二 一 尺 0 0 4 S l a m D u n k I P P ^ — ^ • 
Tying K003 Tying Ty ing B l < ^ W S S S i m i H | 
Tutor 7 K006 Keywords ^ U 
How to order 
1. Fax the completed Price List / Order Form to 2693 3837. 
2. Send the completed Price List / Order Form to 
Innovations 
Room 501 Free Trade Centre 
No. 49 Tsun Yip Street, Kwun Tong, Kowloon. 
For more information, please call 2693 3103. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ! | ^ ; ^ ^ o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 IM p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' - ' 『 ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Systems Pte Ltd ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^| 
R ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ f l 
^^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^|^^^^^^M 
i ^ ^ ^ H B i 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^n^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ m ^ ^ ’ f • 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ i^i^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ i^^ ^^ ^^ i^、/」/』二:在.^ 1^ 
^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ L | | J 
^ ^ | B | ^ S 





ESTMATED FESfANCIAL STATEMENT OF INNOVATIONS 




ApptPdw 办-Estimated g-Ywir Financial Stetemcnt oflnnovations after Implementation ofRecommendation Startine 1998/1999 Year 
(Starting 8 months) 
* ^ 灣 彻 J*B-Awg 1998 1998/1999 1999/2000 2000/2001 2001/2002 
1.1) SaJes of Educational Software 
Number ofTitles Sold (Note 7 & Note 8) 1500 4050 6723 9748 10333 
Average Sale Price (Note 2) $ 260.00 $ 260.00 $ 260.00 $ 260.00 $ 260.00 
Sub*total $ 390,000.00 $ 1,053.000.00 $ 1.747.980.00 $ 2,534.571.00 $ 2,686,645.26 
1.2) Training Courses to Teachers 
Number of Institutional Training Classes 0 3 0 0 0 
Price per Institutional Training Class ^<Iote 3) $ 85,000.00 $ 91,800.00 $ 99,144.00 $ 107.076.00 $ 115.643.00 
Sub-total 0 $~"275,400.00 $ ~ $ 7 " $ 7 ~ 
Number of Product-based Training Classes 0 5 20 40 50 
Price per Product-based Training Class O^ote 3) $ 650.00 $ 702.00 $ 759.00 $ 820.00 $ 886.00 
Sub"total $ - $ 3,510.00 $ 15,180.00 $ 32.800.00 $ 44,300.00 
1.3) SummerAVeekend Classes to Students 
Number of Student Classes 0 3 4 4 6 
Price per Class O^ote 3) $ 12,000.00 $ 12,960.00 $ 13.997.00 $ 15,117.00 $ 16,327.00 
Sub-total $ - $ 38.880.00 $ 55.988.00 $ 60.468.00 $ 97,962.00 
1.4) Government Projects 
Number of Projects Bidded 0 0 0 1 1 
PriceperProjectO^Jote6) $ 150,0(K).00 $ 15Q,000.00 $ 150,000.00 $ 150,000.00 $ 150,000.00 
Sub"total J - $ - $ - $ 150,000.00 S 150,000.00 
1.5) Total Revenue $ 390,000.00 $ U70,790.00 $ 1,819,148.00 $ 2,777^39.00 $ 2,978,907.26 
Cwt9 
Variable Costs 
2.1) Sales of Educational Software 
NumberofT i t l ^k ldO^ote7&Note8) 1500 4050 6723 9748 10333 
AverageCostperTitle 0>Jote2) $ 200.00 $ 200.00 $ 200.00 $ 200.00 $ 200.00 
Sub-total $ 300,000.00 $~810,000.00 $ 1,344,600.00 $ 1.949.670.00 $ 2,066.650.20 
2.2) Training Classes to Teachers and Students 
Number of Institutional Teacher Classes/Student Classes 0 6 4 4 6 
Cost per Class, e.g. equipment/handouts (Note 4) $ 800.00 $ 832.00 $ 866.00 $ 901.00 $ 938.00 
Sub"totaJ $ - $ 4.992.00 $ 3,464.00 $ 3,604.00 i 5,628.00 
Number of Product-based Classes to Teachers 0 5 20 40 50 
Cost per Class, e.g. equipment/handouts O^ote 4) $ 100.00 $ 104.00 $ lQ9.0Q $ 114.00 $ 119.00 
Sub-total $ ~ $ imOO $ 2.180.00 $ 4 ； 5 ^ i 5^950W 
2.3) Government Projects 
Number of Projects Bidded 0 0 0 1 1 
CostperProjectO^ote6) $ 85,000.00 $ 85,000.00 $ 85,000.00 $ 85,000.00 $ 85.000.00 
,,、X .^ ."i"^ .^ u. ^ ^ ~ $ ~ $ ~ $~~^ i ^0 i~~^tss^ 
2.4) TotalVanableCost $ 300,000.00 $ 815,512.00 $ U50,244.00 $ 2,042,834.00 $ 2,163^28.20 
Fixed Costs 
2.5) OfficeAVarehouseRental0^ote4&Notel2) $ 16,000.00 $ 24,960.00 $ 48,000.00 $ 49,920.00 $ 51,917 00 
2.6) Seminar/Exhibition ， ‘ 
Number of Seminars Run 3 7 � � 10 
CostperSeminar(Note4) $ 1 遍 0 0 $ 1,560.00 $ 1,623.00 $ 1,688.00 $ 1,756.00 
Sub-totalofSeminarCosts $ 4,500.00 $ 10.920.00 $ 16,230.00 $ 16,880.00 $ 17,560 00 
2.7) Staff Salary (Note 5) 
Owner Manager Basic (Company Profit as Bonus) $ 200,000.00 $ 312,000.00 $ 324,480.00 $ 337 460 00 $ 350 959 00 
2Pm-timeStaff $ 64,000.00 $ 83,200.00 $ 86,528.00 $ 89,990.00 $ 93:590.00 
StaffCosts ofFull T.me Administrator $ ^ $ ^ $ 1Q8,000.00 $ 112.320.00 $ 11681300 
，《、n ^ u V ^ ? ° ! l $ 264.000.00 $ 395.200.00 $~519.008.00 $~~539,770.00 $~561.362.00 
2.8) Overheads (Note 4) 
Electricity,PhoneBills,Stationerymetc $ 1,300.00 $ 2,080.00 $ 2,164.00 $ 2 25100 $ 2 342 00 
Transportation $ 16,000.00 $ 24,960.00 $ 25.959.00 $ 26.998.00 $ 28:078:00 
Busm^sTnps $ H.000.00 $ 22,880.00 $ 23,796.00 $ 24.748.00 $ 25,738.00 
Miscenaneous(e.g.Brochure,NameCardSmetc) $ 3,000.00 $ 3,120.00 $ 3,245.00 $ 3.375.00 $ 3 510 00 
， o 、 n T o , ^ s , $~~31,300.00 $~~53,040.00 $ ~ ~ J ^ ^ $ ~ ~ i ^ ^ $ ~ ^ ^ ¾ ^ 
2.9) Depreciation (Note 11 & Note 12) 
Start-Up Fumiture and OflRce Equipment (@$40K) $ 8,000.00 $ 8,000.00 $ 8,000.00 $ 8,000.00 $ 8 000 00 
New Equ.pment/Fumiture from 1999/2000 (@$70K) $ ^ $ ^ $ 14,000.00 $ 14.000.00 $ 14 000 00 
，i«、T»?i?=rt^on $ 8,000.00 $ 8.000.00 $~~^2¾^ $~~22¾^ $~~22¾^ 
2.10) TotalF.xedCost $ 323,800.00 $ 492.120.00 $ 660,402.00 $ 685,942.00 $ 712^7.00 
3.) GrossProfit/Loss(1.5-2.4-2.10) (233,800.00) 63,158.00 (191.498.00) 49.063.00 103,172.06 
40 LessProfitTax@16-/o $ - $ 10,105.28 $ - $ 7,850.08 $ 16,507.53 
[5,)_JPromAfterTax (233,800.00) 53.052.72 (191,498.00) 4U12.92 S ^ J ^ 
/ 
495i4mpthn5 
/.) No change in market environment that is significant enough to affect the revenue and cost base. 
2.y No change in the prices and costs ofsoftware titles because increase due to demand for educational titles is offset by general decline ofsoftware prices, 
i.) Increment ofPricefor Training Courses p.a. - 8% ofannual total o/previous whole year 
•U Costs ofremal/equipment/overhead mcrementp.a. = 4% ofannual tota! ofpre\ious whoIeyear 
^> Saiary increment p.a. = 4% ofannual total ofprevious whole year 
tf.J Prices and costs per Government project remains unchanged due to offset between inflation and general decline in software prices. 
” Th^ b ^ case number ofunits sold in / 997/1998 (IJOO urtitsJ and 1998/1999 (4,500 units) are approximated from actual sales figures provided by Innovations 
&) Growth QfSoftWare Sale Volume from 1999/2000 Onwards are Kxtimnt^dnx Fnllnu,. 1998/1999 1999/2000 2000/2001 2001/2002 
Increased sales due to growth in product penetration (as per survey results except / 998/1999) included in base case S3% 4% 4% 
Software sales loss due to secondary business (starting 1998/1999) ./5% 腕 州 將 
Increased sales due to expanded promotion programmes (starting mid-I999/I999) 5% i$% g% 2% 
Increased salesfrom bookstore channels (starting J 999/2000) 0% 8% 8% 0% 
Additional sales by newJuIi-time staff (starting 1999/2000) p% |Q% 25% 0% 
7bto/ Increase in Sales " 將 彡例 衫％ 州 
9.) No bad debt, nor bank loan interest 
^0.) AUyears are schoolyears, Le.from Sep 1 Year 1 to August 31 Year 2 
/ U Linear depreciation offixed asset (furniture and PC) over 5 years 
/ " Office and equipment expansion m / 999/2000 provides in-house training to teachers. This includes new office furniture and 6 new training PCs. 
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